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Paid, Subscribers
Fuil pain Coupon Horids of the Fourth Liberty Lo.in

ready

now

for

,tr(,

»f

»nd

Whiting—Insurance

delivery.

receipt

Out-of-town subscribers are requested to write ns
whether coupon bonds are to be forwarded or riled
for Safe-Keeping. Do it to-day, please!

who has

hour before

an

Tomatoes,

can, 17c

Jell-o,

pkg, 10c

Sprirgdsl! Oleomargarine,

Large Size Can

Warner's Macaroni,

It

It** the white kind.

Swift’s Pride

Washing Powder,

helps to reduce the butter bill

save

money when you

5 lb bag Graham
Only

a

few left

I

apple pies,

b«iy this

Uncle John

Flour, bag. 28c
this

at

Libby’s Pie Apple,
For

4 lb

It is

price.

pkg, 15c

Dairy Man Attention—Just received
DAIRY FEED, Per cwt $3.60.

a

Cash.

a small

pt, 50c

lb, 0G

bn)k

of

shipment

1-2c I

LARRO

Fred

postcfllce half

school next

Ellsworth

Uoggins,

who has been at home

ten

Ellsworth

3

week,

in

Baker, who is
Philadelphia, expects

home next

De

visit-

Thursday
Jordan.

week, and spend the winter in

1

Sympathy of

Mr. and

extended to
Whitcomb

GLASSES

in the death

ter, Madchna,
one

four

year and

of their

people

They

sewing

with

will
Mrs.

The

Bona Fide Closing Out Sale
The report has been circulated that the statement
that 1 was going out of business was merely put
out for advertising purposes to unload old stock.
This report is unfounded. I am positively going
out of business on or before January 1, and am
selling out my stock, new goods, at bargain
prices. Don’t let anyone fool you into losing

opportunity to buy necessary goods at barprices. Here are a few more bargains :
ill kinds of Spices, can
9c
Baked
can
14c
Beaus,
Libby’s
15c
Flag Brand Corn, can

this

5ain

15c
13c
11c
10c
101 2c

Canned Peas,

Raisins, pkg.

Canned Soups,

Dry Mustard,

can

Sugar, lb.
Other

Correspondingly

Prices

Low

C. S. COTTLE
J.

A.

IIS

F'iro,

THOMPSON

Marine and Automobile Insurance

&

SON

I etablidlieil 1807—

of the leading companies of this

G. HERBERT PERRY
•

limited Dumber of pupils,
given to beginners on VioMilitary Band Instruments

peciaa aUentioD
10. Plano and

‘MsotioaT

Pi*no-tuuing

*0 main

st.,

will leceive prouip

Ellsworth, Me

by

the

work in the
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I
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*

services

will

be

held

at

the

F.
preach in the morning and
The evening service will be

Baptist

church next

Utecht

will

evening.
Opeucd with

Sunday.

service

a

violin accoint.*animeu;.

bj

Miss M.

of

song, with
Miss Utecht.

his

house

savings stamps
this year for

a

sun

A. Austin and wife.

em

loyment with the Grand Trunk rail-

Mr.

Austin

the

and

j Bangor
j

suitable

practice

ball

c^an

«>4 FRANKLIN ST.,

Googins
ELLSWORTH

Telephone I4W-3

on

P. Browne.

Thanksgiving day, by Rev. B.
After a short wedding trip

in Aroostook

county they will return here.
They will live in the Fred Starkey house.

gold.

BAR
Influenza and

HARBOR.

pueumonia are still taking
Harbor. Three mem-

terrible toll in Bar

beis of the coast reserve forces have died
at the hospital here within the past few

days, and several other deaths have occurred here. James W. Sargent of Winter
Harbor, w ho was stationed at the Lamoine
coaling station when taken ill, died yesterday.
Another of Bar Harbor's well-known

be

Ellsworth schools have been interthe past week by the illness of
several teachers. Principal Stevens of the
high school, just elected superintendent
of schools, is quite ill, as well as other
teachers of the school, and this school is

summer

j

this

residents died

week—Walter

8.

at

his

city

Gurnee

of

home

O.

entirely.

that all the schools

will he

a

Fire To-Night?

TAPIyEY

W.

Insurance and
Taplcy

Building, 69

Main

running ;

Real Estate

Telephones: Office 14, Residence 41-3

St.

METHODIST FAIR.
Opened

at

Hancock

llall

< OMING

To-day—

Dec. 11 aud

two-days’

fair of the Methodist

3 lAm: summit-

f r e: e:

attractive booths for the sale of useful

and

pathos

that

never

fails to charm

an

That

two

to the two parties who buy,
between now and Christmas
the most Nyal Remedies the
one buying the most having
first choice.

audi-

Murlin, LL D., president of Bos“What Kobbie
university, says:
tor

prizes

1 CENT’S COAT CHAIN
1 LADY’S NECK CHAIN

L. H.

Burns did

theNyal Remedies may
they deoffering

be better known, as
serve to-be, J
am

ence.

ton

12, at Hancock hall—Metho-

so-

ciety opened at noon to-day at HancocK
hall, with an old-fashioned New England
boiled dinner, enjoyed by many. The
There
fair proper opened this afternoon.
are

rs»

dist fair.

Will <'ontInue To-morrow.
The

KVKS

the Scot and bis forms ol

speech, Dr. W. H. Drummond has done
for the French Canadian, revealing a rich
mine of human thought and feeling, ex- j 80 Main Street.
Elsmrtii, Me.
pressed never so quaintly. Mr. Gouge is
master of these forms of speech and interprets Drummond with keen insight
and warm sympathy. Anyone hearing
M U)E BY MAINE WOMEN
Mr. Genge’s readings will ever after be
grateful for the delightful, instructive.]
entertaining and profi.able hour.”

ALEXANDER’S PHARMACY

HOMESTEAD INDUSTRIES

Canned

Goods, Jellies, Pickles,
Preserves, Marmalades and

Fancy

Articles for
Christmas

To Close Bar Harbor Station.
in-

!

ventory and make other -rraugoments
presumed to be preparatory to closing the
naval barracKs and coast patrol stations at

!

Orders have been received to take

It

iB understood

an

Bar

Harbor.

naval

supply depot and the radio station

that

tbe

at Otter Cliffs will be continued.

—

58 West Main Street
ELLSWORTH

llueksport Boy

Killed lu Action.
Snow, listed in the casualties I
of Monday, aB killed in action, and whose
address is given as Brewer, is the son of

Taylor,

now

of

Bucksport directlv

B itterles Stored f«>r Wiuier
(iiven i'rtiper Care

Bucksport.

f
after he went away, p

Maine

Storage Battery Repairing
and Recharging

He had lived in Brewer a very short time
prior to enlisting, and his mother moved
to

—

MISSM. A.GREELY

Frank H.

Mrs. William

FOB SALE BY

A
U

i

nd

R. ROYAL
IK

*

l*

i-

bills worth.

New

entirely. Several rooms m the ( York. He bad been coming here many
graded schools have been closed from time seasons. David Warner Leeds, the fiveyear-old aon of Mr. and Mrs. Warner
to time during the past week, ow ing to
M. Leeds, also summer residents, died at
illness of teachers, but no building has
been closed
Tbe school board , their New York home Isst week.
closed

next week.

NURSE

are

j Sehoppe.

made.

foreign countries hopes

Mips M. Elizabeth

Heed and wife of Sullivan

living in Judson Sargent’s bouse for the
Mr. Reed is cutting wood for Mr.

good substitute

Savings Dank.

County

.'fame

Suppose You Shouid Have

has

j winter.

Progress is being made by Bandmaster
Perry toward the organization of a hand
in Ellsworth. Twenty-seven would-be
members have already appeared, and
eighteen of these have instruments. A
meeting for practice has been called for
Friday evening of uext week, if arrangea

with the Hancock

Hancock County Savin gs Bank

here to

j

will be

r.

is some special work in
large attendance is desired.

a

The schooner Mary B.
Wellington, 1 Wallace McGowu and wife and James
formerly owned by Capt. John G. Marlin 1 Davis and wife of Seal Harbor have moved
and others of Hancock and Boston, but | into the
Hoyt Austin house.
They w ill
hailing from Ellsworth, is reported as cut and haul wood for John Sawyer.
a
off
in
storm
foundered
recently
having
Much
is
for
sympathy
expressed
the Braziliau coast. The vessel was sold
Spofford DeWitt and wife of North Ellsover a year ago by the Hancock owners.
worth in the death of their son, Corporal
Banks have been notified by the govern- Arvard
W. DeWitt, who was killed in
ment to refuse gold coins for gift purpoe- action on Nov. 9.
es. Gold is needed for international transElmer DeWitt of this place and Al ee A.
actions more than ever before, and con- j Lake of Ellsworth Falls were married
in
It is
aervation is desirable at this time.
suggested that liberty bonds and war

80
00

4.000 OO
252,215 20
78,708 25

Ellsworth,

h.

Melvin

The

FIRE AND AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE
som*

appointed

benevolent

account

an

fancy articles, cooked food and candy.
This evening, beginning at 8 o’clock,
there will bean entertainment by local
’and out-of-town talent. The program
Walter McGowu and Leland Cowing
will consist of readings,
singing and
shot two deer last week.
music.
Herbert M. Tripp spent Tnanksgiving
To-morrow evening R_v. W. Quinton
at his borne at Swanville.
Genge of Bangor will give in monologue
Mrs. Percy Fernald and baby of Brew-er, and in dialect, that charming Canadian
spent a part of last week with her parents, sketch, “The Habitant,” by Dr. Drummond. \t is a mingling of wit, humor and
George L. Da Witt and wife.

rupted

c. c. BCIRRILL
—

>r

1.807 50

1,041.2*8
2,800

There

girls’

city at Cbriatm is time, ha.-' arranged to
have all gifts left at the Red Cross room at
the courthouse, in charge of Miss Agnes
Lord, on or before Monday, Dee. 23.

ments for

MAI INI STREET

Representing

^presenting

Start

is

reside at 473 Four-

committee

woman’s club f

^
$750,805 50
201,042 88

Agnes

club—Harold Archer in the potato club
street, San Francisco.
and Marjorie Jetlison in the cooking and
Members of Wm. H. H. Kice post are
housekeeping club. Members of this club
requested to meet next Saturday after- also won four prizes at the State show at
noon at 2, at their room in Hancock hall. j
Portland, totaling $9.
Officers will be elected at this meet.ng I
and a large attendance is desired.

Graduate Optometrist

40

flowing river, some people follow the lines of least resistance
and spend all their surplus cash for luxuries.
Drifting is easy lm t
accomplishment requires determination. Decide to save all you can

meet

teenth

EDWARD H. BAKER

CO 81 1 4|
46
07
40
78
00
284 IO
50,000 00

0S!),.T64
1,007.5:40
8,068
17,087
4,152

a

P. Dunham.

months.

will

$100.000 00
100,000 00

$2,807,848 40,

1

Nov. 29.

n

15, 1907.

Frank L. Palmer, Bank Commistioni

part of
relatives,

a

rision.

Jl. Higg

$2,807,848

a

rs. Ethel Whitaker Meader,
formerly) Two of the f25 scholarships offered
from -45 to 60 years of age, with no special
of Laraoiue, and Ernest Walker of San
trouble with their eyes except the natural impairment of Francisco, were married at San Francisco county ch impious for 1918 for boys’ and
clubs came to members of
Falls

for

H.

RESOURCES.
Loans and discounts.
Loans on mortgages of real estate....
Overdrafts.
S ocks and bonds
Real estate.
Furniture and fixtures.
Cash on deposit
Cash on hand

Ciougb. Mr. Giles has moved
to the iiimerion place at lirimmer’s bridge,
where he will work this winter lor George

at the age of

yesterday,

JULY

Tapley,

Bank deposits.
Certiflcsies of deposit.
Treasurer's etiecks ous'anding.
Certified checks outstanding.
Bills payable

Harry Austin, wife and three children
of Island Pood, have been here for a few
B.
of Mr. Austin’s parents, Juddaugh- days, guests

many friends
Mrs. Benjamin

their

with

circle

Oiis K. Giles has sol J
P.

encouraging.

nt

family spent

afternoon

hand, and

not

was

and

week at Mariaville

The ladies’

to return

bis condition late this forenoon

O. W.
Frank C. Nahb.

Capital stock
Surplus
Undivided profits.
Savings deposits.
Demand deposits

were

hunting.

Ellsworth is critically
pneumonia, followin' influenza, at
the hospital in Bar Harbor. Report as to

of those

$3.00

Shirley Gray
last

ill of

65 Oak St., Ellsworth
Kvery Day, until furtlier notice.
shall bring with me a large assortmi

KOAKI):

Peters.

J. A.

LIABILITIES.

Martin H. Moore of Mariaville was the
Kuest of dhiriey Gray and family Monday
night.

Harold Moore of

at

Henry W. Cushman
B. M
Pike
O. W. Tapiev.
H. H. Higg. s
•Bernard S. J 'llison

WHY BE A DRIFTER?

Ellswort b.
win

H. H. Gray
L. E. Holives

F. A. t'hander
A. B. Crabtree
K. B. Holmes
Harvard H. Havey

ORGANIZED

Like

now

Whitney

John O.

F. L. Hodgkins
J. A. Peter-

KAH.UU I J VK

Whilney,

John O.

on

Howard, with her two
children, of Dover, is spending a week
with her mother, Mrs. Ella G. Nash.

home:
next

Mr.

New I

Mrs. Arthur

Dr. Edward II

nepumwg
my office

to

Mrs. William Brooks, who has been
visiting her parents, Charles Brown and
wife, returned to Auburn Monday.

ing

COMING

suc-

Monday.

mail closes.

days* vacation, returned
York Saturday.

a

Carry” Grocer,

and

Syrup,

to

MONROE

DIRECTORS:

—

certaiuly good on the pancakes
these frosty moruiogs.

Rolled Oats

required.

no sugar

47c

bag,

high school

HENRY H. HIGGINS, Treasurer.
Y. M’GOWN, Asst. Treasurer.

Vice-President.

L. A. Emery
W. F. Campbell
Eugene Hale
F. C. Nash
H. W. Sargent
J. R. Holmes
Edw. M. Graham

—

Aunt Jemima’s Pancake Flour,

pkg, 25c
You

lb 35c

TAPLEV,

O. W.

pained to
I learn c f the death of Thomas J. DeLaittre,
VVK VTHKK IV KIil,SWORT H.
which occurred Dec. 3, at Minneapolis,
F »r Wf«k Emlhis at Midnight TnetMlay,
.VIinnv after a short illness of influenza
Dec. 10, 1018.
followed by pneumonia.
Mr. DeLaittre
taken at the power • was for several years employed in Ells| From observations
station of the Bar Harbor & Union Kivei
worth, and had many friends here. He
Power Co., in tills worth.
Precipitation is
given in inches for the twenty four hours went West about eight. %>ears ago, snd was
ending at midnight, j
engaged in business there. Mr. DeLaittre
Weather
Precipitation was thirty-four years of age. He was
conditions
Teruperature
married twice, his first w ife, a daughter of
4 a m 12 m
forenoon afternoon
Charles W. Eaton, formerly of Ellsworth,
Wed
32
snow
snow
1.44 J
Thura
30—
snow
snow.cloudy .54 dying during his residence here. He married again in Minneapolis‘a few years ago.
Fri
24—
17snow
.04
cloudy
Sat
1422—
fair
His widow- survives him. He leaves also a
cloudy
21
30— snow.cloudy cloudy,snow 12
mother, Mrs. William DeLaittre, and one
Vfou
3034—
fair
fair
brother, William, both of Salisbury Cove,
I'ues
20—
23—
cleir
fair
and a sister, Mrs. George Fogg, of Hull’s
Cove. The body was brought to EllsMrs. Howard Hooper left Monday night
worth for interment, accompanied by a
for St. Petersburg, Fla., for the winter.
cousin, Jo^ph Farrell, of Minneapolis.
Station Agent U. D. Wiggin, who hns Services were held yesterday at the home
been seriously ill of pneumonia, is now of Dr. Lewis Hodgkins,
Rev. K. B.
Mathews officiating.
improving.

pkg, 10c

a„H,vor,

JOHN A. PETERS, President.

Stanley completed
exemption board last
week, and left for Camp Deveils, hoping
to get his discharge from the service. The
school hoard bas be*'n unable to get in
dir- ct touch with him since, hut hopes
that he will be here to take charge of the
F iends in

Bee Brand

OF ELLSWORTH

October 23, ISIS

his work with the

5.50 p nv
3.55 p ni.
at

of the

ceed Mr. Stevens.

m;

m;

Union Trust Co.

being

engaged in Ellsworth the

been

principalship

AT POHTOPPICB

Registered mail should be

body

the

THE CONDITION OF THE

OF

in the army
was held at

past few mouths as chief clerk of the exemption board, has been tendered the

MAILS RECEIVED.

a

yesterday,

STATEMENT

and William

of schools of the district to fill the vacancy
caused by the resignation of W. H. Patten.
Roderick K. Stanley of lalesford,

IWeek Day*.
From West—6 47 a m; 4.81 p m.
From East—11.11, a n»; 8.24 p m.
Going West-10.40
Going East—€.15 a

em-

At a meeting of the Ellsworth-SurryDedbam school' district last Thursday, K.
E' Stevens, principal of the Ellsworth
high school, was elected superintendent

effect, Nnv. 11, 1^18

MAILS CLOSE

was

brought here for interment.

AT BLLS WORTH POSTOFPICR.

In

where he

The funeral

overseas.

Dedham

SCHEDULE OF MAILS

Please call for your Coupon bond—and if you wish,
we will Die for .Safe Keeping, giving our

Atobrrtt&mrotfi.

fifteen years ago, when

Milltown,

Harry Brown of Ellsworth,
Dedham, who is at present

i.

Divorce libel—Cora Tucker
Union Trust Co—Statement
C 8 Cottle—Closing oat sale
J A Haynes—Cash and carry
Miss M A Greely—Christmas sale
J A Thompson—Christinas g toils
A P Royal—Storage batteries repaired
Burrill National bank —Annual meeting
Augusta. Mb:
Female help wanted

Liberty Loan, Coupon Bond, Full

To Fourth

some

ployed. For the past year he had been
Dliud from cataracts. He leaves two sons,

WKEK

Sheriff sales
Methodist fair
E H Baker—Optometrist
W E

until

went to

ae

,Blanket lost

|

N

aome

Is Your

Property Covered by Insurance?

are uncertain, I will make an inventory, free
of charge, and write insurance enough to cover you in
the best companies, at the lowest rates, anil guarantee
Some Fish I
in case of lire.
entire piscatorial experi- prompt adjustments,
The way to judge an insurance agency is by its setthe truthful traveler, “I
across a fish so accommotlements.
Ask anyone.

*Tn my
William M. Brown, formerly of Ells- j
ence,’* said
worth, died Saturday, at Dedham, where
never came
he had been living the past two years.
the shovel fish of South
Mr. Brown was boru in
England, but j dating as
It has a snout the shape of
America.
He
came to this country a young man.
a shovel and it will jump out on the
came to Ellsworth when the Ml. Desert
bait for you to catch it
branch of the railroad was built, being bank and dig
with.”
bis
tnis
made
on
the
and
road,
emp'oyed

If you

WILLIAM E.
ELLSWORTH

WHITING

....

Telephones:

Office 11—Residence 116-11

MAINE

“But the sadden*, happiest time l« that
We count, and yet would shun.
our
When
heavenly Father break*
thread
And says the work is done

?!liy rrti&nm (U6.

Costs

31. B. Friends:
I wish I might know whom to credit j
wa»
with sending the above poem, but it
it is particularly j
one of “our family;”
Dear

applicable

dose? Isn’t it real economy to have a
bottle alwaj’s at hand to use when you
feel bilious or if your food distresses, or
your headaches? Surely there's nothing
like the original “L.F.’tAtwood’s3fediciue
to relieve slow-acting bowels or chronic
constipation. This condition often leads
serious illness; relieve it with the true
ML. F.* made only by the L. F. Medicine
2o., Portland, Me- Ask your dealer.

to

fflutual Brnrfit Column.
MAlMJ*"

and

Hopeful.”

Th*’ nurposes of this column are succlnc >
stated In ibe title and motto—It is for the mut >1
neneiu. and aims to be helpful and hopeful
Beln* for the common jrood, it Is for the com
In
mon uae—a public servant, a purveyor of
formation and auryestlon, a medium for the tr
soUcllIt
rerchanfre of ideas. In this capacity
communications, and it* success depends largely
Comon the support arlven it in this respect
munRationf* must be signed, but the name of
writer will not be printed except by permission
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, bu» nonAd Ire**
wlH oe rejected without aood reason
ail communications to

|
j
j
j
j

j
|
<

|

The American.
Kil-worth, Me.
fiBANDMOTHER'fi

SESRSfOH.

The sapper is o'er, the hearth is swept.
And in the wood tire’s glow
The children cluster to hear a tale
Of that time so long ago.
When grandma's hair was gOJden brown.
And the warm blood came and went
O'er the face that could scarce have been
sweeter then
Than now in its rich content.
The face is wrinkled and careworn now.
And the golden hair is gray;
But the light that shone is the young girl’s i
eye*
Never had gone away.
And the needles catch the firelight
As in and oat they go.
With the clicking music that grandma loves.
Shaping the stocking toe.
And the waiting children love it. to<s
For they know the stockii g song
Brings many a tale to grandma's mind
Which they shall have e'er long.

and

American Nation Maintained Ai
lied Loaf Through SelfDenial at Home Table.

—

Lydia C. Pinkham’a
Vegetable Compound
la Prepared For

How

AVERTED EUROPEAN DESPAIR
With

Woman’s Use.

A visit to the laboratory where this
successful remedy is made impresses
of work, besides even the casual looker-on with the relifor diff rent kinds
material ability, accuracy, skill and cleanliness
taking stock of such available
which attends tne making of this great
use of,
as we may have on hand to make
-Medicine for woman’s ill:.
lucre is nothing ilk*,
in some way.
Over 850,000 pounds of various herbs
a variety
with
keeping busy, especially
are used anually and alf have to be
have
time
not
would
hang
we
if
of work,
gathered at the sea. on of the year when
their natural juices ,’nd medicinal subheavily on our bands.
Then, to do those things to which we stances are at their best.
The most successful solvents are used
must give
thought and attention, will
to extract the medicinal properties from
on past
keep the mind from dwelling
these herbs.
events and losses, which naturally tend
Every utensil and tank that comes in
We may
to lonelinesa and depr ssion.
contact with the medicine is sterilized
we
but
maybe
for
them,
have to search
and as a final precaution in cleanliness
will find some “sunny days in winter, the medicine is pasteurized and sealed
after all."
in sterile bottles.
It is *he wonderful combination of
The spirit of Christmas, as expressed bv
exercise
in
roots and herbs, together with the
been
have
“giving," seems 10
skill and care used in its preparation
all the days of the tew years past, instead
which has made this famous medicine
of being prominently in view at only the
so
successful in the treatment of
holiday season. Never were there »o female ills.
large and so broad opportunities lor perThe letters from women who have
sonal helpfulness, and the general response
been restored to health by the use of
to the needs of so many is proof positive
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable ComWhat ‘‘Sid
that humans have hearts.
pound which we are continually pubSays" in the December American Maga- fishing attest to its virtue.
matter

TO SEiiD BREAD

Military

Shipping

Demands

Upon Ocea

Relieved. World la Able

SUtPeLB8A

Return to Normal White

to

material

Wheat

1

Bread.

;

Buy

^noe the advent of the latest when
crop the only limitation upon Ameri
oan exjmrts to Kurope has been th«
shortage of shipping;. Between July 1
ami October 10 *ve tdi'pietl flT- asp ‘*0
bushels.
If tliis rate nimoid otfl.inu
until the end of the ft seal year we wil
have furnished the Allies with taor.
than 2:i7.:*00.000 hush. >* of wheat am
flour in terms of nl.eat,
Tlie result of increased product lot
and cun.senati«m efforts in the I'nite*
States has lm‘n lliat with the cmmu
tioo of hostilities We are able to re
turn to a normal wheat diet.
Suppllethat have accumulated In Australis
and
other
hitherto
tnarcea
Argentine
si hie markets may l>e tapped by *hl|>
released from transport service, am
Bun»|e«n demand for American wheat
>
probably will not exceed our norma1
surplus. There is wheat enough avail
able to have a while loaf at the com
nmn tnlile.
zine:
Put last year the talc was different
‘•A friend of mine gave a basket of vegepint; sugar, 3-1 cup: sorghum. 1 3-4 curs, i
tables to a poor woman, hut with the vegeOnly by the greatest possible savin;
as for apple jelly. Add
Prepare
apple
juice
table* she sent a pound of butler with which
and sacrifice were we able to keep a
prepared cranberry juice snd boil 5 !
u> cook them, ahe kutw that the vegelabiew
steady stream of wheat and flour ino\
Add
noil
minutes.
it
until
sweetening;
would taste better if properly seasoned. She
We found our
gives the jelly lest. Turn into glasses. A | tug across the ii*a.
also knew that very poor people cannoi afford
selves at the beginning of the hones
large proportion of cranberry may be used
butler. That was a simple act of kiDdue**
year wit* an tin usually short crop
if desired.
but it required imagination. Imagination
Even the most optimistic statisticians
is the power that enables oue human to put
figured that we had a bare surplus ol
himself into another human being's place."
20,000,000 bushels.
BLUKHLLL FALLS.
And vet Europe
UUW W BAILai r,.^ i.KAKDr.«AiD-?.
was facing the probability of a bread
Mrs- A. H. Candace has gone to New
Cranberries are now in tbe markets.
famine—and in Europe bread is by far
tor the winter.
#
They find a ready place on the la ole. York
the most Important article in the diet.
They always are associated with ThanksMrs. Lulit Candage is in Bouton for a
All
or
this surplus hml left
the
giving and Christmas dinners. This year
colliery early In the fall.
By the first
tbe scarcity of sugar may cause many to
Mrs. Duffer and Mr*.
Hodgdon nave of ilip your we hail manngiul to ship a
hesitate to use them. CYanberrie* may be
little more than .'ifl.6OO.O0U bushel* hy
returned home from New Hamphire
served without emptying your sugar
prari Icing the utmost economy ai
bowl.
Mrs. B. A. Wood and daughter Susie
home—l>y whealless days, wheutless
Because of the acid content of cranhave goue to Providence, R. 1., for the
meals, heavy siitisiJtullou of other
berries, sweeteners such as sorghum, cane
cereals and by
sacrifice at aluiosi
or corn sirup may be used even more sucher
Moulton ha*- cl «»ed
Mrs. Frank
every menl throughout the country
cessfully than witn other fruits. CranIn January the late lord Khotidila.
rrottage, and will spend the winter with :
berries may be combined with other fruits
then British Footl t’ontroller. emhled
b**r nephew. Oris Carter.
which are sweet, auch as apples, figs and
Cm: .mbs.
Dec. 2.
j that only If we sent an additional To.
raisins, either to extend or modify the
flUO.000 Imshcls before July l could In
it.
to
sweetness
to
add
flavoror
cranberry
lake *he responsibility of a-nirlng Ids
ASHVlt.LB.
Cranberries are a valuable food because
people that they would tie fed.
of the iron and acid they contain.
Many
on
an
Farrin
hia
hand
ax
Frank
cut
The response of the American pen
like the acid flavor, while other* acquire a
while working in the wooda at Haucock.
(lie lias 3.Y0U0000 bushels safely d. 'lr.
t‘»ste for it. The recipes suggested use
ereil oieiweua tietween January I and
Mrs. L/mna Man ia was a recent guest of
sugar savers.
her sister, Mrs. Wylie Hamm »nrt.
July 1. thit of a harvest which pave
1 i
Cranberries,
Cranberry Sauce
us only 20.000.000 bushels surplus we
of
Mrs.
Fred
Orcutt
Fast
Hnllivan
requart, raisins or figs or cocoa nut, 1 cup;
actually shipped Ht.000OOO hushcls
b^r
*tra.
W.
H.
vitited
daughter,
water. Scops; sorghutu or cane sirup, lA cently
Thus did America fulfill her pledge
Hammond.
Precup. inspect and wash cranberries.
that the Allied bread rations could be
pare raisins, cut in small pieces, and add
W. M. Patter, who was called home by
j maintained, and already the American
to cranberries and other ingredients, aud
the ‘lines* o! bis children, has gone to
people are demonstrating that, with
cook until teuder.
an
awakened war i-onsclence. last
Buckaport, where be baa employment.
1
PHCEBE.
CRANBERRY Sauce
Cranberries,
Dec. 2.
j year's figures will he bettered.
quart; water, 3 cups; sorghum or cane
d-d-d-d- -l-d-d-d-d-d-d-d-d-- r + + + + 4
Cook cranberriea with
BAH HARBOR.
sirup, ^4 cnp.
+
*
water aud sweetening until soft, about 20
Mrs. William Helmuth. for many years
dOur exports stuce
minutes.
s'eountry +
a summer resident here, died at her New
dentered
the
war
have
justified a +
2
Cranberries.
CRANBERRY JELLY
home recently, aged eighty-one
York
+ statement made by the Food Ad- +
quarts; water, 1 quart; light sirup, 1 to yearn.
-r
ministration
shortly after It* con- +
1% cups. Cook cranberries in the water
Mrs. Arthur W. Law ford di**d Friday at
+ ceptlon. outlining the principles +
This29 minutes. Put through a sieve.
death
of
Her
is
influenza.
the
+
and
hospital,
policies that would govern +
amount should make about 1 quart of j
particularly sad, ss she leaves twin eons, + the solution of this country's +
juice and pulp. Add sweetening and cook
bealso
weeks
old.
She
two
+
food
leaves,
only
problems.
+
about 10 minutes, or uiitil it will give a
sides her husband, a li’tle daughter of
+
“The whole foundation of de- +
jelly. Turn into molds.
tour years, and her parents. Jo in N. Stan+ moo racy." declared the Food Ad- 4
Cranberry-Apple Jelly.
ley and wife, of Huli’a Cove. She was + minis!raiion, “Ilea In the indl+ vldtuil initiative of its peopl- +
Appir juice, 1 pint; cranberry juice, 1. > twen^y-flve years of age.
+ and tliclr willingness to serve the +
+ Interests of the nation with com- +
i6turu»£mmlB
d- P'ete self effacemenf in the time d
d- of emergency.
Democracy can dd- yield to discipline, and we can d+ solve this food problem for our dd- own people and for the Allies In dd- this way. To have done so will dd- have beeD a greater service than d4- our Immediate objective, for we dd- have demonstrated the rightful- dd- ness of our faith and onr ahillty +
d- to defend ourselves without be- d+ ing Prussianized."

i

bring# no story of olden time
grandma’s heart to-night—
Only a refrain, quaint sod short,
la sung by the needles bright.
To

“Life ia a stocking,’* grandma says,
•And yours is just begun;
But I am knitting the toe of miue.
And ray work is almost done.
“With merry hearts we begin to knit.
And the ribbing ia almos play;
f>ome are ga, -colored and some are white.
And some are ashen gray.

“There are long plain spaces, without
break.
That in life are hard to bear;
And many a weary tear is dropped
%
■Asflwe fashion the heel with care.

a

of & cup of

4"4-+-!* + + + + + +
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FIR8T CALL TO FOOD ARMY. *
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This co-operatloo and service ♦
ask of all In full confidence 4
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ridden people surrender at com
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daring adventure in donm, rucv
1 lie year an
established proof
of democratic elti K oc.'.
v as a

during

corp*». returned b«*m«

Millvsie

to

Saturday.

JfVrrv and hi« father have moved
into the h' u*e owned by Mn. Aogu-ta
G*iiidte

Luge
been

in

Guilford

e

and

wife, wbn

Watereille *>ino«- taut

Mire

June, have

returned home.

Dec. 3

l*.

t

njm:v*r.r

annual

Foreman, Murray Clay;

next

year:
assistant

SAVE MEAT

•

foreman, H. C. Coffi .;
second assistant foreman, George Wentworth; foreman of the hose, Frank Rea?;
lira! assistant forenvin of the hoae, Calvin

an

atwffmg

-’«•

m*«U, poultry.
Rah and fame.
—U. B*T.
Au Hrj m
• ada to Um hUmm
ASK CROCtltS FOR

!

» roaat

W thm
—

Sweet; second sis*-tarn foreman of the
nose, Fred Jones; steward, Harold Perry;
trea.-urtr, Davis B. Clay; clerk. H. R.
Emery; finance committee, M J. Cullily,
; W'arron Ames, C. M. Wiia>n.
Dec. 9.
W.

W

■

BROOKSYILLK

j

Orcutt in employed
Blivk’s doing irou work,
Fred

Guy

j

South

j

BUck

bis

moved

Flovd

family

to

Brooksville.

Mrs.
ing at

:

has

at

Jennie Huberts of Bluebitl ia visitBfinrcb- RoVrtao-**.

Mr*

Charles Young, wuu n*» Oeeu empioy vd
Long latand.la at borne.

at

Edward Mason and James Grindle are
employed at Mrs. Jay Roper’s, finishing
1

her house.
Alisa

Louise Carter

bms been

visiting

her

of

Sedgwick,

fovc VMJ
a Lot'.-C
in

who

cousin, Aluta Haiti

baa returned home.

Russell Condon, wife and baby of South
Brooltsville are living with her parenta,
Edgar Roberta and wife.

bncsc?
Y:u.- at

Mrs. Georgia Orcutt and three children,
South Surry, are visiting her pareuts,
Ernest Babson and wife.
Dec. 2.
F.

to 'iki

of

atJ

ciftJrea
like it.

COREA.
Mrs.

John

children, baa

Results

Bridges, jr.,
goue to Lynu, Maas., to
with

her two

goafinteei.

vibit ber father.

Rodney Young and wife have moved
Prospect Harbor, where they

home from

RHEUMATISM

have been

working the past summer,
Paul, wife and three children
and Mias Anna Paul have gone to spend a
few days with reta ives in Northeast HarWilliam

rhyalrian Relieve* p«nulue

bor.

Hives, e- iemt, itch or salt rheum sets you
Can’t bear tbe touch of your clothlog, Doan's Ointment it tine for akin
itching All druggist* set! it, 60c a box.
—Advt.
era ay.

CASTORIA
F

rt

Infants and Children

In Uw For Over 30 Years

A'^y^oeara ^
Signature

H»» H«-eu Kuub'I
for thr
Kneuma. the wonderful rbeuiuat'***
*»*
renwdy told by A'txnndir’s Pharmacy

8.

4
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foot to

Archi.

board have taken

4

4

b*s

Guy Condon, who ban been in the auc-

meeting at its pleasant hall
Tuesday.
Dec 3. and elected the following officers
first

Gray

business.

resume

Torrent

to

by UImm

work.

to prevent the increase of the
Some of the earlitr sufferers in

measures

turned

(i.

Wilbur

tion

disease.

r

SOUTH PISN’OKSCOT.

Capt.
known in this vicinity,
attendant at I be E. M

the school

h**

9.

short

Saturday.

The influenza has begun a new visitation here. One physician re,*orteo five
new
cases
afrer supper
Friday. The
j teachers, as well as pupils, of the village
! schools are afflicted. The board of
and

Conner

seen

U. S.

health

Ada

enjojMl.

Ue.
has

♦

♦

A

b*

ana

who

who
workup
laNud, broke hit* lego.’e

Mt%. Lida War'de» !l hu* returned from
F-ucbecot, where xhe haa been visiting
her parents, Kitner L-a<-b and wife.
The canning club heid its exhibition
•I
ihe icrangv b*Ti Saturday f-vemiu;.
RefrvahuK riLft w»re serrM. A goon lum

oth«r

will

Buckaport

and

Friday

on

Haney is well
having been an

|

♦

Mr*.

point* in the county, at! miss the coming
and going of the Bangor-Boston boat.
a

p« rlt »h,

( itattn*.
being exiled home
In her mid Metie’# family.

after-

as

HmlMlon i« emrl ye<t w
Wilbert
Hu china ot

d*> la-*! week.

Friday.

It is earnestly hoped that
running in the apring.

j

of

of

Holbrooke

«»n

at

now

ew

Fraiu-i- R

rail-osd

graduate of
University
business between

bur

transacted

train

White
1

given to the women of this
country
perform the greatest gerv
ice in the winning of the war vouch
mi fed to any women in the
history of
tile wars of the world—to feed the
warriors and the war sufferers.
By
the arts of peace, the practice of stm
j
virtues
the
pie. homely
womanhood of
i
a whole nation served
humanity in ils
profomidcat struggle for peace ami
freedom.

♦

Umily
Peoobucot.

former

a

here,

the arrival and
noon

D•

Mr*.

! station.

was

+

Peril.ud

Allan Wcacoft n r* ported a- recovering
from wv*re wound.-, iu a t>a**e boap «|
in France.

Mrs. Foster
Newcomb had quite a
'severe attack of the influenza, » ut h*s

++ +

♦

to

the

Dec. 2.

And besides this merit,its convenience, economy and practical
usefulness make it ihe ideal
alimeal drink for all ihe family.

“There's a Reason

bn*

week-end.

to

and aroma, Postum is

Norris

after a brief stay at borne.
W. D. G« reel on and wife, with W. D..
jr., visited L. H. Htnith and wife over the

GREATEST OPPORTUNITY
WOMEN EVER HAD

Much like coffee in. appearance

• re

Derby,

Carter,

is one of its best edvcrtisemento

NORTH CASTINE.
Inch. «ilr M.d b«by ot
vt»itinji rrhtiv’n here.

horn*.

Hope

Miss

S^mllng to Kurope 1-ll.Ono.nOOhush
pis of wheat from a surpli s of
npparentl.v nothing was the outstanding ex
plolt of the American food army In the
critical year of the war.

It

highly gratifying

a

the future you will no more
forget SUPERBA when buying tea, than
that the sun rises and sets.

WmH T.
Willard Ik hem* from Catrp
Mr*. G. K. llagerthy of Bar Harbor i# i
Drvrni u » • mx *1avV furlough.
visiting relativ s here.
Arthur F Gulfoid left lor Vinalbn n
Quartermaster Epbraim Sullivan is \
M-mriry, after »f«nduiif a lew dtji m
•pending bis furl< ugh st home.

J.

+ + ^--:* +

Ceyleo Orange Pekoe

cup—In

BUCKS PORT.

smooth rich "flavor

•Je

or

You will find

beat suits your tr ate.
degree of quality in every
u

M»x

—

“But most are made of many hues.
And many a stitch set wrong;
And many a row to be sadly ripped
Ere the whole is fair and strong.

10 cent packet of
SUPERBA Foraoia

a

COUNTY NEWS

—

b

Ihe

are so

knitting, reading

a

"Helpful

the Kcd

time when

this

THE InAkiNG OF
A FAMOUS
MEDICINE

busy again.
If the first haif-doteu days of December
m
are a sample of what may oe expected
the line of winter weather, us country
folks would do well to lay in a supply of
Cross knitters

strictly reliable prescription or preparation
of medicines that costs only ONE GENT

EDITED BT "SUNT

at

KEPT PLEDGE

1

—

Can you think of any cheaper way to overcome the ordinary kinds of sickness, that
nearly everybody has occasionally, than by using a

It* Motto:

the

The children came to tay good night.
With tears in their bright young eyes.
While in grandma's lap, with broken thread.
The finished stocking lies.
■Uonjmon.v.

you

afcbrrtigrmrnt#.

armrrtiMm.'ni*

of

/•CtZcJt&Zi

J
j

all tlruKC'M», Hive* qucker ami in"™
m* ni e rt*l m f I bn n uI her ri in<-d ies cu»i n*
imt-i s much.
k
Hbeurna paste* the detdly
kic*d
lecreltont into the bowels and
on
rom which they are quickly thrown

nwturai. hcHtrhy wav.
Head wb«t a reputable pbyaician
»<*
-‘1 have matl»* *
»bout Kbeuma:
•areful inv atiffttion of lb*
Kheum**.
jlo.ved in the in-nuUctureo(
heartily recommend it
hh>
ill forms of rheumatism. I find
‘nr in advene** of tlie method*
rben
•mploved »n the maimentof
different in taw*™*?,
i’*d

Jo**1"****

altogether

’rom the rented tee usually PrK*c
[>r. M. C. L'ons. *”•
rom
This should give anv sufferer
TiatiNtti confidence to try Rheum*

,h(lU.

PIGEONS MIGHTY ! MUST MEASE
FACTORS IN WAR

"COLLEGE” FOR

Trained Birds Save Hundreds

America Called

ol

War to

Lives.

on

by

End

Englishman’s Invention Enables Man
to Dig, Use Sledgehammer and
Other Things.

MARINE FIREMEN

FOODJXPORTS

London.—A wonderful

new artificial
which enables a man to dig, use
a sledgehammer und lift weights as
heavy as he could with his sound arm
Is being supplied to maimed soldleis at
arm

of United

States Shipping Board
Establishes One in Chicago.

Supply Added
Millions.

CHANGE COURSE OF BATTLES
Thousand*

of Pifleons Are

Fighting

ECONOMY

STILL

Roehampton hospital.

NEEDED.

Over Three Times Pre-War
Shipments

In

Their Dumb Way aa Valiantly as
the Men ,n t*’e *-lne—Fly Through
Sheil Fire Carrying Messages That
May Mean Success or Failure In an

Required—Situation in Wheat

Operation.

v''.!i

and

Fats Proves Government's

Policy Sound.

Made of aluminum and steel. It
weighs only two pounds, three ounces,

MEN NEEDED FOR FIREROOMS

and Is the invention of A. C. Adams,
artificial limb expert, who is minus an
arm himself.
The forearm can be attached or detached and any tool or implement can
be fixed to the wrist in an instant by
pressing a spring. The hand supplied
can be turned to one side or the other.
Demonstrations were given In which

Chicago Hotel Converted Into School
at Which Young Americans by Hundreds Are Prepared for Scientifically
Keeping Fires Burning on Nation’s
"Bridge of Ships to Europe”—I nten*

the gun« In Europe
silenced,
ive 'nve now to consider
a new world
food si I nation.
But there can be no
hope thaf the volume of our exports
can he lightened to the
slightest degree with the cessation of hostilities.
Millions of people liberated from the
I'mxslan yoke are now
depending
upon ns for the food which will
keep
them from starvation.
With food the Unit -d States made
It possible for ihe forces of
democracy to hold out to victory. To Insure
In
the world, we must condemocracy
tinue to live simply In order that we
nmv supply these liberated
nations of
Europe with food. Hunger among a
people Inevitably breeds anarchy.
American fond must
complete the work
of making the world sufe for democracy.
I.as* year we sent 11,820,000 tons of
food to Europe. For the present year,
with only the European Allies to
feed,
we had originally
pledged ourselves to
a program that would have increased
our exports to 17,500,000 tons.
Now,
to feed the liberated nations, we will
have to export a total of not less than
W jO.OOO
tons—practically the limit
< t
loading capacity at our ports. Kev lew
lug the world food situation, we
find that some foods will be obtainable
In quantities sufficient to meet all
world needs under a regime of economical consumption.
On the other
hand, there will he marked world
shortages In some Important commodlties.

slve Course of

3tudya

Is Laid Down.

Among the training projects of the
various branches of the government
saved hy a pigeon?
that have grown out of the war, the
or. ran yon Imagine the lives' of
United States shipping board anhundreds of men being saved, and the
nounces the launching of one that has
coarse of a battle being changed by a
the distinction of novelty.
pigeon?
It is a technical school, or "college,”
ncli things are happening dally on
for merchant marine firemen. Holding
the great front where the Ge'rmnn
that the marine fireman’s Job is more
srnty Is slowly, but surely, being
than merely shoveling coal on a fire,
beaten hock.
the shipping board has prepared lor
Thousands of pigeons are fighting In
intensive, scientific training of its firens
dumb
as
wny
the
their
valiantly
men before they are
placed behind the
men In the line, their battle for the alshovel on our bridge of ships to EuHundreds
are
giving up
lied cause.
rope.
their lives. They fly through shell fire,
One aim in this training is to secure
smoke
and
din of battle,
through the
conservation of coal.
It is believed
nrrylug messages that may mean suo
that a fireman who knows the heat
Telecres or failure In an operation.
value of the fuel he is handling, the
phone lines may be broken, or comlaws of combustion and the principles
munication by this means interrupted
of operation of the boilers under which
by olher causes. But communication
he maintains fires, can save at least
by pigeon—war’s most reliable messena ton of coal a week, as
compared with
I
ger-can be broken by death only.
the untrained man, or one who has
Mile
a
Minute.
|
Fly
been trained only by "rule of thumb.”
!
As there are estimated to be 7,00u
A pigeon may be wounded. It may
American and allied ships in service
be famished for water, but It will tly,
at this time, the importance of this
despite Its own enemies m the air, until Its last ounce of strength Is exprinciple of saving is apparent
hausted.
Heading for Its cote from
Use Hotel as School.
the front line, It will fly with the speed
The Chicago school for firemen was
of the wind. Fast » crons can make i
decided upon as a means of employing
b. ,ter than a mile u minute. Attached I
to the fullest the "high-grade material
to Its leg Is a little aluminum message i
which was coming into the fire-room
box about an inch long.
service of the merchant marine in the
middle West, in common with other
the
message box quickly
“rmppod,"
Sections.
and
rushed to headquarters.
Return to Normal Bread Loaf.
In order that the young men should
opened
The message Is deciphered. And while
With the enlarged
wheat crops have proper care while studying, the
the pigeon Is straightening its ruffled
which American farmers have grown, idea of an official community was.
feathers, nr cooing In anticipation of and lb* supplies of
Australia, the Ar- adopted. A disused hotel, in a downa meal of barley or canary seed. It is
town section, was secured and fitted
gentine and other markets now acees
likely thnt orders are going out mean- [ slide to shipping, there are bread up on the lines of a seminary, with living life or death, success or failure, to ! grains enough to enable the nations to ; ing quarters for 500 students, and a
a company, a regiment, a brigade or
return to their normal wheat loaf,
spacious lecture hall, all under one
,
eTen a division.
roof.
i provided we continue to mill flour at
a
As yon pass along the roads in the
high percentage of extraction and
Here, under the direction of instrucmaindain economy in eating und the ! tors and proctors—the latter are a kind
rear of the battle front yon will see
avoidance of waste.
of glorified master-at-arms—the stuqnccr little houses standing on toil—
In fats there will be a heavy short- dents lead a busy and wholesome life.
on the very peak—of prominent knolls.
about 3,000,000,000 pounds
in
Then yon will notice the odd little age
It is a case of plain living and high
bouses are on wheels. They are al- : pork products, dairy products and thinking with them, for their time is
limited at the school to one mouth at
ways standing in the most open place | vegetable oils. While there will be a
shortage of about three million tons ! the Outside, and there is much for
in the vicinity.
There is not a tree within rods of ; in rich protein feeds for dairy aui- i them to learn. Some of the men having
mnls, there will be sufficient supplies fired boilers before
the little house. The sun bolls down
attending the
of other feedstuffs to allow' economical
school, find the instruction a valuable
pitilessly, or the rains ponr upon the |
consumption.
place. There doesn’t seem to be any- |
post-graduate course.
In the matter of beef, the world's
one about,
The main subjects are: “Materials
hut somewhere—in the
are limited to the capacity of
supplies
S
of Combustion,” “Process of Combusshade of the little house or the shelter
I the available refrigerating ships.
The
of a dugont—you will find the only
tion.” “Types of Boilers,” “Boiler
| supplies of beef in Australia, the Ar- Parts and Accessories,” and “Oil Burnhuman Inhabitants of the knoll.
geirlne and the United States are suf|
ers for Marine Boilers.”
The queer little house is a pigeon
tici« it to load these ships. There will
fete. Three men nre attached to each
Get Practical Experience.
be
shortage in the importing councote. They train the pigeons, see that
There are also talks on fire-room
tries, but we cannot hope to expand
the lighting unit to which they nre ntexports materially for the next months practice and the relations of the firefoi'hed is kept supplied with birds,
in view of the bottle neck in trans- man to the engineers, oilers and water
retch for their charges when they re- portation.
tenders wiih whom he works at sea.
turn from the front, and then see that
We will have a sufficient supply of Part of each day is devoted to actual I
i‘
message brought in by the pigeon
Some of this firing is done at ;
sugar to allow’ normal consumption in ! firing.
Is promptly delivered.
ibis country if the other nations re- power plants, and some on lake steamIncidentally, It should not be as- tain'their present short rations or In- 1 ers, making short trips.
sumed that of this queer little settlecrease them only slightly.
When a student lias absorbed the
For the
ir.-nt atop the knoll, only the pigeons
countries of Europe, however, to in- ! “book learning” in the Chicago course
The crease their present rations to a ma*
face the dangers of the front.
he is sent to a seaport for a final
“IK.-con men” will not trust the deliv- terial extent will necessitate our shar- 1 course of Instruction and to “get ills
line
to
front
to
of
their
birds
the
a
of
our
own
ery
Ing
part
supplies with sea legs,” on one of the shipping
invone else.
They put the ptgeons in them.
board’s 12 training ships.
a wicker basket and
dash over the
Volunteers are beiug signed up in
Twenty Million Tons of Food.
side
In
a
motorcycle
shell-swept roads
every state In the Union. Candidates
Of the world total, North America
far to the past command of their unit,
accepted are from eighteen to thirty- I
will furnish more than GO per cent.
where the birds are turned over to the The United
States, including the West five Inclusive, and must weigh at least !
men in the line.
140 pounds. The board will pay the i
Indies, will be called upon to furnish
1*0,000,000 tons of food pf all kinds as fare to Chicago of volunteers from
Then begins the pigeon’s period of compared with our pre-war exports of Ohio, Michigan, Illinois, Indiana, Wis*'nrk. it lives in the biisket in wh>:h ! about 0,000,000 tons.
consin, Miunesola, the Dakotas, Neh is carried to the front, known as
While we will be able to change our
braska, Iowa, Missouri and Kansas,
•he “rest basket.” This basket is of program In many respects, even a
and thence to a seaport, and also give
The
them their board at Chicago.
open wicker, and is some eight Inches casual survey of the world supplies
deep. It is about u foot and a half wide in comparison to world demands shows fare of men from other states will be
»nd two feet long. Little water pans conclusively that Europe will know
paid direct to a seaport, where they
famine unless the American people
•re fixed In the basket, and food
will be trained. In either case the volturned over to the man who is to cure luring their home consumption down unteer will receive $30 a month trainfor the pigeons while they are In the to the barest minimum that will maining pay. When he gets behind the
tain health und strength.
shovel at sea he will be given $75 a
front line.
There are conditions of famine In
'Then a patrol is ordered, or an atmonth, with 5Q per cent added for voytack Is being made., the pigeons ure Europe that will be beyond our power
ages through the European war zone.
are 40,000.000 peoThere
to
remedy.
taken front the rest basket and put
whom
there
is
in
Russia
North
j
pie
Into a smaller wicker basket.
This
MOTOR TRACTORS HELP
rosts on a man’s back, Just between small chance of reaching with food
j this winter. Their transportation is
•he shoulders.
and
Keep Artillery Almost Abreast of AdIhgeons are furnished not only the demoralized In complete anarchy,
vance at All Times.
of their ports will he
•nfnntry, but to balloon observers and shortly many
Americans in London who are familIf Internal
transport
frozen, even
cavalrymen. In the case of the bal- could be
iar with late developments In army
realized.
loon observers only the rest basket Is !
methods believe that the American
To Preserve Civilization.
h-Hd. The pigeons are carried up in
*
success in the Soissons-Chateau Thierthe balloon, and should the observer's
At this moment Germany has not
counter-offensive was due to their
telephone connection with the ground alone sucked the food and animals ry
to move heavy artillery forbecome broken, one of Ills pigeons is from all those masses of people she ubillty
ward quickly.
liberated and bears the message back has dominated and left starving, hut
Artillery motor tractors, it is be- :
to its cote.
she has left behind her a total wreck1
are the answer. By use of the
"then with cavalry, the pigeons ride age of 'social Institutions, and this lieved,
armored tractor they could keep their
ln a tiny net "hammock.” It rests in | mass of people is now confronted with
artillery almost nbreast of the ad•he hammock in a normal sitting posi- ! absolute anarchy.
The tractor is
vance at ail times.
If we value our own safety and the
tion. and though the mdtlon of the
said to be uhle to do six miles an hour
ocial organization of the world, If we
hotse may cause the hammock to
over the roughest ground.
of civilization
•"■Ing, the pigeon is in no danger of value the preservation
of this
being thrown against the side of the itself, we cannot permit growth
in the world's vitals.
Ex-Governor Chop* Wood.
bosket, but Is gently “rocked” on Its cancer
Famine is the mother of anarchy.
Herbert S. Hadley, former governor
Josrney into battle.
to
of
governments
From the inability
of Missouri, now professor of law at
food for their people grows
secure
the University of Colorado, is a boss
Three Years to Collect $100.
an
From
chaos.
and
ability
revolution
As evidence of his
wood chopper.
ft took U. J. Stoltz three
years to get to supply their people grows stability
with the ax he has piled up
* *100
Judgment against Frank Beh- of government and the defeat of an- prowess
on a siding near a railroad 50 cords
te.ts in TOUrt at
Belleville, IL, for fall- archy. Did we put It on no higher
of pitch wood ready for consumers.
to return his cow, which had been
In the prointerests
our
than
plane
f with
About fifteen university students helpBehrens for temporary keep- te<tion of our institutions, we must
by a Stoltz farm renter adjoining beetir ourselves In solution ot this ed in the chopping, all paid by Professor Hadley, who is head of the PatriB*hrens’ property, who left the farm
pr ihlera.
otic league of the university.
"•Pt'enly,
Cnn

yon Imagine

a

man's life being

—

—

j

j

]

j

|

amimiBemantt.

ARTIFICIAL ARM IS WONDER

men

were

seen

digging, using

a

plane,

hammer and other tools, chopping
wood with nn ax, playing billiards,
golf, cricket and steering a bicycle
with tl# artificial arm alone, and all
done without effort.

Sick Four Years, Red Cross Worker
Tells How She Got Well
The

case

Miss G. I. Baird of 30 GlenMaes., may bring
to other sufferers

of

need to have them tell me, for I know my
feelings. I wouldn’t have believed any

ville evenue, Allstf-n,
new bope and health
who have
know
this

v

siomacb

and do not

worms

hat is the matter.

one

[

A letter from

could feel

so

much

better in such

a

tell everyone I know. I
your medicine praise enough.”
I

short time.

can’t give

sufferer tells the story:

“I have been sick almost two years, had
four doctors

w

ith little

nervous

indigestion,
I

system.

was so

or no

relief.

Some

bad enlarged liver,

of the doctors said 1

too much acid in my
morning it

tired in the

as though I could not get dressed
get to work. 1 was growing thin
every day, went from 138 to 111.
“I was so discouraged I didn’t know

seemed
and

mgbt about three weeks
paper and saw your Dr.
True’s Elixir, Family Laxative and Worm
what to do.

ago, I

One

picked

Expeller,

up

a

advertised.

1 made up my mind

small

day bought a
bottle of Dr. True’s Elixir and took

three

teaspoonfuls

I had

MARINES REST AFTER BATTLE

Case of Miss Baird

Interesting

worms

and the next

until 1 had taken the

bottle.
at the result, pinlong, so much slime,
though it was just
the skin of worms. The day before X took
Dr. True’s Elixir I thought 1 should go
wild with the crawling in my stomach, I
“I

was

surprised

worms, some a finger
some that looked as

could feel them.

My

stomach

was

soar

days 1 could not retain what X ate, while other days couldn’t
keep anything on my stomach. 1 coughed

all the time and

some

The medicine mentioned in the above
letter is made by Ur. J. F. True & Co.,
Auburn, Maine, and is called Ur. True’s
Elixir, the Family Laxative and Worm
Expeller. On sale everywhere medicine
is sold. Recommended by rnanv druggists
who have used it in their own families.

to bed some
than one or
two hours. The second dose stopped the
crawling and the second night I didn’t
so

just

the minute X

went

nights I would not sleep

more

codgh.
“1 feel like a new person; all my friends
say I look so much better, but I don’t

LIFE REVOLVES ABOUT CLUBS

TUB SAME IN ELLSWORTH FALLS

Institutions in Havana Have an Influence Probably Not Felt in
Any Other City.
In Havana the whole political, social
and commercial life pivots on the clubs.
They are a tremendous influence in
every way.
They are of all kinds, of
all sizes, of nil decrees of expensiveThe largest
ness and exclusiveness.
are the so-called “centres,” wiiich were
founded under
rule, by men of
Spanish birth, in order to furnish a
bond and a meeting place for men
from the same province of Spain. Thus
official
This
French
photograph the “Centro Gallego” was founded for
American
taken at the front shows
Galicians, and the “Centro AstruinS”
marines resting in an advanced posi- j for Austrians. The former of these is
after
a
tion on the Marne battlefield
now the largest club In the world.
successful encounter with the Huns, j
Besides these centres, there are numerous other sorts of clubs.
There are
clubs for the laboring man, whore for
$1.50 a month he gets not only the so“WAR HOG” SPORTS
cial and convivial privileges of the clubhouse, but benefit and protective insurCOLORS OF ALLIES
ance, night school advantages for his
ofamily, a hospital for himself, even the
Woburn, Mass.—A “war hog,”
services of dentists and opticians. One
camouflaged by nature itself in
club goes so far as to maintain an
I colors which form the basis for
asylum. On the other hand exclusive
most of the national emblems of
clubs of the conventional type are not
>?• the allied nations, has been
lacking—clubs for the rich, yacht clubs,
Among 3,500 anig. found here.
athletic clhbs and political clubs. HaI mals on the hog ranch of George
vana's motto seems to be: “Tf> each
f C. Griffith roams the “war hog.” j
man a club according to his needs.”
Its head is a brilliant red, the i
middle of its body is coal black £
Practically without exception these
and from there on the hog is a
clubs, large and small, have housed
pure white.
By some secret ] themselves in beautiful buildings.
White marble walls, statuary and mumethod of breeding, Mr. Grlf- v
ral painting, pillared halls and form& fith has been able to evolve the -v
\
tallied courtyards reflect the artistic
“war hog.”
spirit of Latin America. Havana's clubs
go far toward making her a beautiful

Ellsworth Falls Residents Speak
out for the Welfare of the Public
It is

past.
John Lake, stone mason, Slate St., Ells-

j

Derived

jn

Dublin.—A new “treasure island”
has been found off Cape Clear, County
Cork.
While making one of their many
searches for arfhs, police went through
a humble looking fisherman’s cottage
and were startled on finding a pile of
Bank of England five-pound notes aggregating nearly $10,000. In reply to
questions about the source of all the
money the fisherman said it was his
share of last season’s mackerel catch.
Others were found to have considerable sums hidden, and considering the
Immense quantities of fish consumed
in rationed Britain the explanation
was accepted at its face value.
The fishermen said they were afraid
to put the money in the banks because
the banks might close on them.

MUST ASK FOR “CISCOE” NOW
Fish Dealers Have Sounded the Death
Knell for the Name

“Herring."
Mansfield, O.—The death knell has
tolled for the herring. Henceforth it
will be known only as the “ciscoe,” the
Lake Erie Fresh Fish Producers’ association has decreed.
For some time fish producers have
been referring to the herring as the
“ciscoe,” but the public has been satisfied with the old name. But now the
association has issued an order to
members that “ciscoe” hereafter will
be the only name recognized by the
producers.
German Service.
Duqnoin, III.—Since there are only
a few members of the
congregation
who dd not fully understand English,
while the majority of the members
prefer the English language, the
church council has decided to discontinue all German services. As a result
there will be service only in English at the Evungellcal church here.
on

less strain

had

a

do

I had

trouble.
in

on

to

lot

fact, I

was

in

fainting and dizzy spells,
pretty bad shape. I tried

different kinds of

j

Kidney Pills did
the

my back and I think it
with bringing on the

medicines,
me

more

combined.

others

but Doan’s

good than all

This

medicine

t
cured me.”
Price 60c at all dealers. Don’t simply
Kida
Doan’s
ask for
kiduey remedy—get
Mr. Lake
the same that
ney Pills
Foster
Milburn
had.
to.,
Mfgrs.,
Buffalo, N. Y.

Cancer Not

Hereditary.
latest statistics of
six large life insurance companies,
compiled by an export actuary for the
American Society for the Control of
Cancer, if one or even both of an individual's parents have died of cancer,
that individual is no more likely than
anyone else to die of the same disease.
It begins to look as though cancer were
not hereditary at all, contrary to ancient belief.

According

:

|
1

j

to the

city.
New Detachable Handle.
the belief that a thief will be
less likely# to steal hand baggage that
has no handle upon it, an inventor
has patented a detachable handle for,
suit cases.

MEAHiiJu CF JACOBITE TOAST

In

Glasses Raised to "the Little Gentleman in Velvet” Had a Peculiar
Significance Centuries Ago.
“To the little gentleman In velvet”
a favorite Jacobite toast in the
rblgn of Queen Anne. By “the little
gentleman in velvet” the Jacobites
meant the mole that raised the hummock against which the horse of King
William III
(William of Orange)
stumbled while riding in Hampton
The king was thrown heavily
court.
to the ground, breaking his collar bone.
A severe illness ensued under which
the king’s feeble constitution gave
way, and he died early in the year
lie left no children and the
1702.
crown passed to Anne, a sister of William’s deceased wife, Queen Mary, and
a daughter of the deposed king, James
II. It was the plan of the Jacobites
to bring buck to the throne James the
Pretender, a son, it was claimed, of
James II by his second wife, Mary of
Modena. The execution of their plans
was not attempted until the house of
Hanover came to the throne. The attempt of the Pretender James in 171.7
was a miserable failure, but the attempt of his son. Prince Charlie, in
1745, was a more formidable affair. He
collected a considerable force in Scotland, invaded England and reached
Derby before compelled to retreat. He
was finally defeated at Culloden.
wa3

A Sane Outlook.

Exaggerated outpourings of our
physical ills and troubles tend most
certainly to their verification. Our
minds respond to salacious scandal (if
allow it to be retailed to us) until
also are vitiated.
Exaggerating
the faults or the merits of children
give them an unduly distorted Idea of
their importance.
The reading of
sensational fiction unfits us for a
proper appreciation of standard literature; ami exaggeration of architecture
and house furnishings places us unmistakably in the ranks of the newly
arrived.
we

Ban

worth Falls,
Me., sa>j: “About four
years ago ray back was lame and painful,
and at times I could hardly get about and
was all bent over.
My work causes more
or

j

Irishmen
Hoard
Fortunes
From Mackerel Catch
Their Huts.

our

years

j

FISHERMEN AFRAID GF BANKS

Ellsworth Falls as
friends there

in

in the same glnd, earnest way
many grateful Ellsworth men and
women have spoken in these columns tor

Y

j

same

as ho

J,.

Y

the

Ellsworth;

speak oat

Spanish

f

just
in

here

we

utsbcttifitmcma

jI

SAYS

COLD

WEATHER

BRINGS RETURN OF
INFLUENZA
Public Must

Be Careful To

Second Epidemic.
vent Than Cure.

Avoid A

Easier To PreWhat To Bo.

“Encouraging reports of tbe fewer cases
influenza in this vicinity should not allow
to re.ax our vigilance or to become careless in tbe belief that the danger is all over,”
says a weil-kuown authority. With the coming of co d weather there is apt to be a return
of this frightful epidemic and its seriousness
will depeud on the exten* of the precautions,
taken by he public, to prevent infection.
When the air i* full of influenza, germs,
you may be constantly breathing them into
your nose and throat. Hue their danger may
and
be avoided
you may make yourself
practical*y immure to infection if you destroy
the germ before it actually begins work in
your blood.
During tbe recent strious epidemic, which
hit Ellsworth so hard, most successful results
were oin uined by many through the simple
b eatbing into the nose, throat and lungs of
the medicated air of oil of Hyornei. Probably
no better, safer or more sensible precaution
against Influenza, Grippe, Coughs, Colds,
B onchitis or c atarrh of the nose aud throat
could be employed than to go now to the
nea est drug store and get a complete Hyomei outfit consisting of a bottle vf the pure
Oil of Hyornei and a little vestpocket hard
rubber Inhaling device into which a few
drops of the oil are poured.
Carry this inhaler with you during the day
half hour or so put it iu your
and each
mouth ana draw deep breaths of its pure,
healing, germicidal air into the passages of
your nose, throat and lungs to destroy any
germs that may have fouud lodgement there.
This simple precaution may save you a seriand the loss of several weeks’
ous illness
work. It is pleasant to use and Lot at ail expensive as tbe inhaler will last a lifetime and
further supplies of meOilot Hyornei can be
had at any drug store for a few cents.
Hundreds »>f people in this vicinity used
Hyornei iu this way during the receut crisis
and avoided danger. They should uot neglect
it now for the danger is by no means over.
of

us

Washington, D. C., Dec. 6,1918.
afternoon
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To the Editor of the Jm riean:
This is the time of the year when the

AT

ELJ-8WORH. MAINE

winter firewood

H, Titus. Editor sod

W.

MAp»«er.

Pfx months.T5
One ve»r.*1.5*
J8
Three a atto
Pour months. M
.0&
Sioclt Cople*

Every

sum-

along the country roads

mer as we

ride

Hancock

e^antf

t>y the

that should have been

left for shade trees,

the trees

! are the first

notice

we

go.

to

We do not

The food problem
is
In Europe today
one of extreme comtheir
Of
plexity.
420,0b®,00© pract'cal*
ly only three area*
iiunSou'll Russia,
Denmark,
garr and
comprisine se y HI,000.000 have sui'.clont food supplies
to last
until r, x r harvest without
Some mail hare immediimports.
ate relief
We have a surpfa* of some 18.000,000 to 20.000 00 tons of food if
we are economical so that the situation can be bandied If this and the
other smaller surpluses in the world
*
can be
transported
“AD continental
Europe has reand is consequently
duced
herds
abort of meats and especially fats.
Those eoontries have their last barrest and under orderly governroen's
this would furn- h
breadstuRs
end
vegetables for various periods from
two months upwards, depending upon the ratio of Industrial populations
Something OTer 2Ofl.tWt.O0O. of peoples
are now in social disorder in these
cases with transportation and financial demoralisation the tendency is
for peasants to cease marketing even
their surplus and thus instant difficulties are proj-cted into the cities
even when resources are available in
the country. The peasant and villager
of Europe always provides for himself for the whole year in any event
The problem th:.« narrows itself to
the support of the cities and large
towns pending restoration of order
and the establishment of confidence
la ft tare supplier- and the cities are i
the centers of anarchistic Infection,
j
"Arrangements
have
since
long
been completed by which the big Allies, that Is,
France,
England and
Italy will be provisioned This cov-

in

with regret
side of the roatis,

that

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE.
(Strictly in Advance)

logs.

for

or

the

wrote

*bn
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too*

; that, if be had only written one mere
? poem on “the trees by the side of the
: road;*’ which, if copied as widely as the
referred to, might have been of
crest benefit to the sons of men.
It may tx tU*l the person is jet unborn
i
write anything
could
who
powerful
enough to touch the he-irt of the m*n who

[
|

but the money value as firelog in a beautiful shade tree

tempted to commit
day—and failed.

suicide the other

reform

ing

With Hiudenburg issuing manifesthe “unbeaten army5’, the German people
welcoming borne the

tos to

“vanquished victors” and
prince talking about peace

the clown
terms that
must not be humiliating because i: is

»«

The only lasting

the road.

in teach-

this direction may be
in the public schools

children

oar

proper respect, veneration, admiration,
and love for the trees that give their
grateful shade and graceful beauty for the

benefit of the rich and poor alike.
Just as it is a moat delightful thing to
stand by the margin of the sea, to look
out upon it, to hear the waves tapping on
the shore and breaking on the roc as, feo
also there

is

fine

a

emotion

be

to

ex-

seventy
d&rgeroas to antagonize
perienced in gotngom in the country m
miihon Germans, the suspicion grows
I springtime and seeing the trees. “What
that President Wilson butted in before the Huns liad been sufficiently
trounced jn tb3 battle field.

great thought of God was that when He
thought a trte,*! exclaimed Buskin, and
he never touched a finer sentiment.

a

f

These are unpleasant days lot v\ niiam Randolph Hearst, editor of the
other
and
Sew
American
York
“Hearst organs” and an aspirant for
presidential honors. Telegrams from

place that has missed its way in the
world of nature, a mistake; it is like a
cold and loveless woman, something that

his editors jast before
States entered the w;-r
were
yesterday read into the
records of the Senate committee in-

a«id

Hearst

to

the United

is

a

the creator

never

intended.
for the

No finer memorial

soldier dead

planned tban the planting of trees,
Charles Latbrop Peek, president of

be

can

the American Forestry association.

plan

wide, and

will be nation

This

will

be

carried into every county of the United
Slates by the American Forestry associa-

vestigating German propaganda in
These messages di- tion.
this country.
I own a few rods of fine trees in Brookrected that editorials advocating an
lyn, by the side of the road, and neither
embargo on shipments of munitions the axe nor saw will ever get tbem'aa long
and food to the allies be prepared (or as I
live.
his New York papers; instructed that
N. V. TfBBETTS.
a “referendum peace vote” be taken
in each city where Hearst organs
were printed and that a cartoon be
made for the New York American

kITTKRY TO CAKIBOt?.

George

Davis of Gardiner, mistaken I

W.

showing the U. S. and Germany shak- for a deer by a bunting companion, |
Henry Merrill, also of Gardiner, was j
ing their fists at each other and a shot
while bunting near Greenville last
huge Japan bending forward waiting week. He died a few hours
later.
to

strike “Uncle Sam”

Benjamin Thompson, president

We have received a copy of Capt.
,now Major Carroll J. Swan’s war

book, “My Company,”

extended
review of which appears elsewhere in
this issue.
Major Swan has many
more

Ellsworth friends, Sirs. Swan is an
Ellsworth girl, bnt it is more than the
personally of the author that makes

found unconscious

stable
Sbe
and

Friday, and

evidently
trampled

bad
upon

died

soon

been

by

afterward,

horse sbe

a

was

Telegraph Co., was drowned. That any
gruesomeness, which some wri'ers ot
is
considered
remarkable.
escaped
war stores have thought necessary to j
Among the occupants of the car were
a
r
-alistic
touch.
the
It shows
i
give
State

F»«b

and

Game

Commissioner

yet failed to

never

before
loan

j

\

j
j

to

of money than has ever been loaned
any people to their government, in

iting

Lists of Dead and Wounded.
KILLED IS ACTIOS.

Warren I Curtis,
Karl S P&rkiuaon,
Gny W Plummer.

Belfast
Brooks

Douglas,

Walter S

Pleasant

i.eptune,
Kicbard C Cowren,

Bangor

proud distinction of being without

WOUND®.

^Libert Clark,

in

Auborn

Tops ham
Biddeford

Bangor, after a few weeks at home.
Mrs. Hugh Penney of Holden spent last

Sleeper,
Hail,

for
9 to

Cowing,

has been home

wno

weeks, went to Holden Dec.
teaching.

resume

Mrs.

Warning, who has been in
Bangor for some weeks, returned home

Oscar

Bangor

Bangor

Friday

chapter will meet at the
Friday evening at 8
o’clock. All members are requested to be
present, to hear reports for past year and
to organize for the coming year.

for

a

two weeks’

vacation.

B.

Dec. 9.

The Red Cross

next

two

mother, Mrs. Ella Burriil.

Miss Ethel McLaughlin, who has been
teaching the Peak’s Hill school, closed

SURRY.
bail

her

Hazel

act

;

a

rival

the entire

country which

furnish

upon

to

were

in Maine.

were

men, and three of these
In the draft for Novem-

ber, 1918, although this draft has now
been cancelled, Maine was the only slate
in the Union not called upon to furnish
any men, as her
We are now*

quota was already full.
nearing the close of the
greatest history making year of this nasince it was
founded. Every act,
every sacrifice, the manner in * bicb we at
home have answered every call will stand
out

boldly

in this

By these shall

we

history

judged

be

Though

record

we

like soldiers,

must,
Lean than

mouth

a

Good News.

Many of the nervous, pale and debilitated
being helped to recover health and
strength. This is good news.
They are taking Peptiron, which combines
are

1 iron in the most
agreeable, effective and upI to date form, overcoming ail the objectionState of Ohio. City of Toledo,
Lucas County, aa.
able features of odor and other preparation#
Frank J. Cbeney m»>-M oath that he U
of iron. It comes in chocolate-coated pills—
senior partner of the flrtu of F. J. Cheney Sl
Oo.. doing business in the City of Toledo, does not injure the teeth, does not Lave an
State
aforesaid
and
that
said
and
County
inky or metallic flavor in the mouth, and
frao will pay ibe sum of ONE HUNDRED
does not cause constipation.
DOLLARS f »r eath %nd every case of Catarrh
that cannot be cuied by the use of HALL'S
Peptiron is a thoroughly scientific prepCATARRH MKDIulNE. Frank J Cbknhy
aration, the ultimate result of careful study
Swore to before me and subscribed in my
aud research by one of the moat successful of
presence, this (kb day of December, a d. 1888.
A. W. Gi.BA.HON.
pharmaceutical chemists. It it a real, mot a
Notary Public.
tSeal)
make-believe, iron tonic, especially beneMali's Catarrh Medicine is taken internally
ficial
in caaes of pale, thin blood, weak, unand acts through the blood on the Mucous
Send for testi- strung nerves, mental and physical exhausSurfaces of the System.
monial a, free.
tion-makes the young more vigorous and the
F J OH8NEY A OO.. Toledo. O.
old less feeble. Peptiron is sold by all drugSold by all druggRta, 75c.
gists.— Advt.
HolC* Family Pills for constipation.
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visiting bis mother.
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on

Oveh 100 Yeabs

of

Success
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We LINIMENT
(Internal at well as External use)
A soothing, i ealing Anodyne th»t
speedily stopii suffering. Wonderfully effective for Coughs, Colds,
Grippe, Sore Throat. Cram pe, Chills,
Sprains, Strains, and many other
common ills.
For more then a century humanity’s best

“Friend in Need”

re-

She

was

but three years old when

has
and

been
is

at

horaea; prices
CaaLiM.a’s

1190.

to

A

Chance for Advanrrmrnl-PrM.
U. S. Shipping Board free navigation school
Portland trains seamen for officers’ bertha
in new Merchant Marine.
Short cut to the
bridge. Two years’ se* experience required.
Native or naur I tied citizens only. Course
•is weeks- Apply ti Khans A
Wilson at
school. Municipal Bldg, Portland, between
1.40 and 5 p. m Saturday# 8.80 a rn to 12 noon

jfrmaU tlcljj Mantffc.
(or
HOME

HOTEL HELP WANTED

bus
hotel

third cooks for
ano
boys, second
posifions. Apply always to M*i»b HoAgency, new quarters. » Main street,
800 girls
87 years.
Established
Bangor.
warned for best summer hotels.
Incloec
stamp (or reply. Pew high grade housework
tel

Working for Comfort.
chance to secure a permaamid pleasant surround*
work aud for satisfactory
ings
Working conditions are good ni e.
pay.
clean, light building, well heated; 8 nour day
and all sorts of interesting work lo do. As
we employ only the highest class, you will
find yourself among congenial (allow workers.
We want faithful, industrious workers; and
give them in return ample recesses, vacs
tiona with pay, a library, occasional entertainments. an ewpu yees’ monthly, free use
of gymnasium, swimming pool, social reading
rooms. Our educational facilities wake rapid
advancement possible. If you are the sort of
young woman who wants to work with us
and if you have a fair education, write for our
free booklet •‘Working Foi Comfort.”
We
can tell yon right away whether or not we
W. H. (Usbitt Pob., Ikc.,
c»n use you.
B.
A., Augusts, Maine
Dept.
yon
OFFERSposition
a

nent
at congenial

—

;sp«iai

Belrs L

Wardwell, A. U. M., of
of Eastern ritar, is away this
week in the interest of t he order.

the order

Dec. 9.

glad

WOODLOCBK.

os

»

■

*■-*

Wash W. Wgscorr. Sheriff.

A onus.

ANN1AL MEETING.
take notice that the annual meetstockholders of the Bnrrill
for the election of its directors and the transaction of all such other
business as may properly come before the
meeting will be held on the fourteenth day of
January. 1819. at ten o’clock in the forenoon,
at the ^offices of the Burrill National Bank,
M Main streat. in tha city of RUaworth, State
ol Maiae.
K P. Small. Cashier.
Dated this Uth day of Deoember, in*.

-8WTK
Oodktt

or

Harcoci

i

OF

MAINE.

m:

December 9, A. D. I9li
tu» 9th dav of December, a. d.
001 lien execution for taxes, dated November IS, 191S. issued on a ilea Jaaf®*#1
rttillered by the Kllsworth munieipa. court,
at Rilsworth. within ao<l for tbe county or
Hancock at the term begun *ud held at
Bliawortb on the first Tuesday of November,
a. d. 191k, to wit:
On tie 11th day of November. 191*. in favor of K D Smitn collector of
taxe*. for tbe town of 8urry. Hancock county.
Maine, for the years d 1917. against Henry
black of aaid Surry, and again* the real estate hereiuafter d« acri red, for the hum o‘ *»*
teen dollars debt or w«m»ge. and leu
and seven cents, costs ol suit, together mna
(merest from said lith day of November. is***
and fifteen cents more for writ of execution,
the
and will be sold at pubi c auction
sheriff's office, at the jail in s*id Bllswortt.
to the big ties bidder, on the ISth day of
uarj a. **. 1919, at 1© o’clock in the for*0®*®*
the lean undivided fractional part of tbeio!lowiog described real estate, situated in
Surry, that any person bidding will lake ass
pay the amount doe on said execution,
all n- ct-s-ary charges of sale, and all **
right, title and interest which the said
black has and had in and to |he same on to*
»
ISth day of April. ISIS, at 12 o’clock and
minutes in the afternoon, Ibe time when
s*®
the
same was attached on the writ in
suit, »o enforce the plaintiff’s nsn
saw
thereon for the uutes assessed against
real estate, by the assessors of said town®
BossesteMto wit:
1917,
for
the
year
Surry,
bounded on the north by laud of Hiram an?•
Isaiah black heirs; on tbe east by MorfS®
»•
bay; onthesouth and w»st by land or an°
Oanuage; and taxed for seven
Gree*
seventy five cents. Fart of A.J.
bounded on the north and w»st by
CJton Carter; on the east by laud of Uke I heirs and others; on the south by
W. G. Bleb and H. 8 hmerton. and taxed
three dollars and ten cents. L-aml bought
Alton Carter, bounded on the north by »*“
Alton Carter; on the east by laud of He
black. A- J Green lot so called; ©u
by land
by land of W. G. &ich; on the westdollars
a
Aiton Charter, and taxed for four
sixty five cents.
a.4rig
Ward W. Wiscott. Sheris-^

J**»

Taken

doUwj*

»*|a

He-^ry

dollars

ft

theJ

__

£pl <5 i JHOliaSr

PLEASE
ing of the
National Bank,

Grace

many friends here of Mrs. Leach are
to know she is recovering rapidly.

BRAIDING rugs

??A WOMEN and girls wanted (or best
9J\ 7 year around hotels in Maine; 2&
w itresses.
fine tip hotels; also chamber,
kitchen, dish, laundry and scrub women,
chefs, pastry and all-around cooks. Bell and

and Gerald Hutchins
last week, having received
their discharge from srmy service.

surgical operation. The

EMPLOYMENT.

us is pleasant,eavy, well paid work.
particulars address Pbblps A Pi.nkham,
Ihc^ Sng Anderson St.. Portland, Me.

For

Leach

serious

STATE OR MAINK
Haacocc »s:
December 9, A. D. I9UL
a. d
thie
9tb day of Decetnb
mi.
f|^aken
or. a lien execution for
1
•**>*,d<* ■-1 Norcruber 16, 1916. issued on a Hen
jadgmest
rendered by tbe Ellsworb Municipal court
at El • worth, within and for the •*»<!
ueaty
of Hancock, at the term thereof
gun sod
held at said Ellsworth. 00 the dr»- Tu ala jot
November, a. d. 191®. to wit: Du in* M'b day ol
November. !?lg in favor of K 1». >;<dth, colfUclector of taxes for the town 0! iur
cock county. Maine, for the year
d HI'
against the beirsof Isaiah Black, Ute of said
barrv, deceased, and against the eai rstaw
lor tbe sum of flr»
hereuaafter describe.
dollars Mid sixty eight cents. .ieol or daouir
and ten dollars and seven cents costs of salt,
together with interest from w»id lltb day
of .November, a. d. l»ig, and 8'teen cent!
more for writ of execotion, and win b: to'd
at
public auction, at the ihenB’s fh-e n tbr
fatf at said Ellsworth to the hi* e*: mJder.
at 11
00 tbe tS*b day of January a
<1 1*
o'clock in the forenoon, the lead undivided
fractional part of tbe foiiowu-g described
lhat anv
r al es.ale aimated in said Burry
;--er*on bidding will take and par tn- anjosst
v casary
due on said execution, wiiii «
charges of sale and ail the right, tlti aw
interest which the said heiisof I*aiar Black
n the t€tb d»)
has or havi in and to ibe aatne
of April. 1919, at one o’clock and thirty taioworn the
nus in the afternoon, the time
rit in tbe *»ote
saute was attached on thau.t to enforce the plain' iff'* lien dal at therer*’4
on for the taxes a**4b*aed against
estate by the assessors of said town of Hurry,
for the year 1917, to wit: One andiv ed ball of
th o> *a<l or
a lot of laud bound d on the n
B T. Carter; on the east by Morgan's Bav;
on the south by land of H
Black aad b.
»®T
Can 1 age, on the wrest by land of I. tdage. ana in poasession of Henry h ack of said
OotrUTT

at

arrived borne

a

by proving property

jijdp IZbmtiJi.

Hutchins and wile are receiving congratulations upon the birth of a
son, born Dec. 2.

went

found adrift.
may have
pav ing charges.
drew Bbiruv B. Uodgkimn. Marlboro. Me.

dory
<-ff Hancock Point.
Owner
DORY—Eighteen
and

same

in town

Leacn has returnee from
Augusta, where she has been caring for
Mrs. Roy F. Lsacb, who recently under-

:

from

Kllsworib,
horse,

PENOBSCOT.

Mrs.

—

X.

M.

o*s *he
to w,t

]■■;.

■■>

discharged
home

»

>

Johnson la ill, hut it is Mid
no new cases of
influenza in

the service

d

for Ux-i.
n
s Met
asankj.
1 for t|e

«

family moved here, so that she had
grown up here, known and loved by ail
for her cheerful, unselfish disposition
and her helpful
nature. For
several
years she assisted her father in hi* store
business, and after her marriage on April
28, 1913, to Mr. Cunningham, they conducted the busineas together.
In the borne she will be sadly missed.
She was devoted to her mother, and rece'ved in turn devotion from her hatband.
They have the sympathy of ail. A
brother. Harrison, was drowned in 1910
The funeral was held at the home
Monday afternoon, Kev. K. B. Mathews
officiating. Interment vn at Woodbine
cemetery.

are

a

On tbe tub d*r of Sor^Mr. >3
f .I TO* Of
R. D 8m‘th. collector of ta.te* for
of Surry. Han ock county. Mai:
for ih«
vear a- 4.19*7. sgalrst t ie heir* t.f
’.ram C
Black, lata of tnid 8;mj, d-c
a*4
against the red estate hrrc-.nsft* de« bribed
for the *u:a of five dollar# hi
cents. « bt cr damage. and ten d..i ,»># *«(
seven cents cost* if tall. to*v hf* it/.b iB.
tereat from *aid 11th day of N ,vs. ,j.
IS S. *nd fl'lern coots mo o lor »r
rfecattoo. and will be sold a* pub c w;
n tube
eh* r;t?'4 office, at the jta. in said v.. sworta.t*
tbe high?* bidder 00 -he ISih ,-*>■ o*
d 1919. at lO O’clock in
*r>
the least undivided tract loan; p
1
'-Lr lei»t
lowing deserfbeo remi «eiate
Burry that any person bidding ».. sake and
pay the amount due ok raid eu •>.
all necessary charges o* *v.f. »: 1 a;l tbe
ri|ht, ttilf aw irterr* which ’be
betn
of Hiram C. Bmck have or had in and to ;1»
same on the JSth day of Aprs:. 19*. at 1 o'clock
and 30 minutes in the
tn« tla#
when the a.»me was attached <n the writ is
tbe same salt, to enforce too plan £f'j lie#
claim 1 he ret. n, for the Use* •«§■>*-■ »«'aia«*>
*ai* real estate by the assessor* ..f th« **jd
town of Sorry, lor the ve»r 19.7 t
wit:
One undivided half of slot, f
d bounded
oath* north l»y land of H T. < n> ts, on the
east or Morgan'* Bay; on the *>atn or Uui
of H. Black and E. K. Candag-: .nd >n the
west by land of K B Candage. and in pu««s.
sion of Henry Black of said -or rj.
W akr> H
W aacorr. Sheriff.

the

Howard

tbe

Iwson and held at said El.sw
fat. ree*dsyof Nov**reber. a d

scot twenty-eight years ago, the daughter
of Margaret and the late Freeman Q.
Leach.

■

*«t:

at

d, hut he was ana hie to reach here
Saturday morning.
Mrs. Cunningham was born in Penob-

Met

W. F. Bridges sod Wilbert Hutchins are
at Green Lake for the winter.
Mrs. Ida Wardwell spent last week with
her brother, Capt. C. M. Perkins and wife.

Mrs.

Hakcoc*

or

December 9,

until

weight
Apply
Mich
Povich. Ellsworth, Me
II OB8S—Baj

Lilac.

Harvey

Cocjrrr

the

on

Harry

Wilbert

JOHNSON’S

he

room

business.

Dec. 9.

Doctor’s
Formula

as

...

!

band went sud cared for him it; bis last
illuess.
Funeral
services
were
held
Tuesday, Nov. 12, at the home of ms
niece, Mrs. Louie Reed, Rev, Mr. Frceae
officiating. The flowers were beautiful.

i'.la«

■

electrician

foot

was

at

steamship WUbetmios, npAKKN this 9h 4av of De
19!*. oq a U«n execution
&
after a short furlough at home. Monday
dated November 16, I9ig, iHawi
Hbe was taken ill, and pneumonia soon
jvtgmeut rendered bv the El
pat <r*nrt. at K1U worth. within
developed. Mr. Cunningham was sura- *f.»id
coon tv of Hsocock
(radio!

terms

Friends of Mrs. Mary J. King sympathe death of her only
brother, William 11. Kea, which occurred
at Pembroke, Nov. 9, at the age of
sixtyone years.
Mr. Rea was an Odd Fellow of
the George Washington lodge of Pembroke, where be had made his home for
He was a carpenter b>
twenty years.
trade, but since June bad been unable to
work on account of failing health.
He
leaves one son, Lieut. Charles Rea, in service.
On account of poor health. Mrs.
King was unable to go to him, but her
daughter, Mrs. Lottie Reed, and her bus

Saturday

arrived

chief

as

driving
and
R.
HORSE**—Work
right.
stable.
Me.

thize with her in

SUNSET.

Camp Gee,

Rich of Rockland

last week

Urthlao an alte.ted copy cd «aij !iv,*l a=<r
order thereon, three week, anr.ee.. Wen- i-VL
I.K.wonh American, a new.p,p,r r.
KlWwurtb, In or county of Eaueo it
publication to tie thirty dae. a;
to the fourth Today ol
.ton! nethe tr.ay there and then in onr
,j Cn
pear and anttwer to .aid libel.
« iw.rr,
..
Jo.lic*
of (hr bop. ) ,;
A true copy of the libel and order t
! hereon.
Attert:—T. P, Manner*. Htrk

Jot Salt.

The committee in charge are Mrs. Chase,
Mr. Trafton, Miss Walkiey, Mr. Linscott

savings stamps to tbe limit,
and put Maine and Hancock county over
the top.

from

to her husband

service

Dec. 9.

village improvement society held
M interesting
meeting, Dec. 2. at tbe
home of the president, Mrs. E. M. Chase.
It was decided to bold community services
at the town
bail on Christmas night.

war

Knowlton

turned to

Bapliat ladle*’ society will hold a
last.
chapel, Thursday, Dec. 12 at
2.39 p. m. Supper will be served at 5.30,
LANKRT—On
Dec.
2. between Fast
>
afreet
I > and KHaworth depot, all-wool Sorry
j followed by an entertainment at 7.
blanket.
Will finder re;arn to Ilowsao O.
Next Sunday evenine at ? o’clock there Loan or Mu. Winfield Tikvorot, Kmc
will be a travel talk on Egypt in the Con- harry*
gregational church. Miss Walkiey travJoe nil.
eled in Egypt in 1914, and will have pic-

j

,,

Camp Devena.

quota of war sav-j and Mrs. Twining.
After the bosinees
iags stamps. Every city and town, every meeting, a fine
program was carried out.
in
the
State
should purchase its
county
Dec. 9.
b.
full quota before tbe end of this month.
>
MANSET.
must
Maine
go down in tbe recorded !
history of this moat momentous year with ; Cheries Rich is ill of grip.
a

good-bye

said

Richard Bowden

The

beeaaeaJcntctttCoe*,

v"'
In Vacation.
Ellsworth Dec.io.a d .It
Tpon tbe forraoln* libel, order,
rl
the ilnellant *lve notice to tbe .aid
*
appear belore the )o.ti<:e of o.r
judicial court, to be holdrn at FI; ,J5F
wlihln and for the county of
H.ocock. ,.,,i
foorth To. adajr nf Apr! a d »
'f*

Halite
wife of
E.
Leach,
Ralph
Cunningham. d»ed Friday evening at her
home on Church Street, of pneumonia.
1*6* than a week before her death, in
the beat of spirits and health, she had

Hattie Saunders is at home after
a
week; out of town visiting
friends.

tures to illustrate the talk.

...

iE

The

answer

U.ucoca

MRS RALPH K. CrJWlNQHAM-

sale in the

our

war

Sals bury leaves two daughters.
I. and Beulah l, who were devoted
lo her comfort in her declining years.
Of her brothers and sisters, four survive—
John and George Hatch of North Penobscot, Wilbur Hatch of Ella Urove. Gal,,
and Mr*. George Fiflcld of Bar Harbor.
The funeral was held Sunday afternoon
at 2 o'clock. R<*v. H. B. Mathews of the
Congregation*! church officiating.
Mrs.

and

Ensign
pointed person 1

iv'a«.

BTATC OP MAINE

Ad die

and

been

5 i?™1
W?,%. «'•*<

tendant at church.

operated uphospital in Liverhas

com" i?”

between

In Ellsworth Airs. Balshory soon entered
into the lifs of the community, winning
friends. She
became a
many warm
member of the Congregational church,
and as long
as
health permitted was
active in the society and a constant at-

from

D. Gray

Alvra

m.V'"

„“?4

in

1889.

been
a

J J,8«
ifif'1

!

Mrs.

pool,England.

»!.

cobnbuii

February,

in

?

wh^"'

l,

town.

honor-

army,

engaged

was

hit death

ApS.T,.V*?«ek

T8;1'1*1

OKLAND.

Saturday.

home

until

conjlrri

__

Manuel Mello has received word from
the Red Cross that his son
Frank of

we

no*

bast ness

spending

discharge

Safibary

Mr.

gregational church Dec. 8.

arrived

j

where

there

Lowell Cousins has received

for generations.

may have answered all other calls well,
that will not be enough.
To clear our

University

STATE of HAMA
Cor*fT op HiROocc .«i.
To the Honorable J i»tif. 0» tK.
Court, n#-*t to be hodden
worth, within and for *»id
11
’» the lourlh Tu-«t.,
to' divorce ol Cm*
1 Oonldaboro. in «« rf co ,ulv
«
! am the wife nf W.rren
»J'
re»ide In IJowMabriro. In ..id
I
ni*rri«i
*?°* j 1
vo the
„
H*»tleu Tucker. at Bteuben,
eembwr Ik, lens, h,
i,.vi
;..n
Jnwievnl lb* pence.
j
enl Warren Bartlett T ick.
In the
Maine, alter ..id matrla**; I b».
been a true anil f.uhtnl -rife to
hie : ik **?>
Warren B.rvlell T«k», .... m
•Inc. Ibe date of .aid rn trria*e
crime of adultery with one
Emin, a ***
*ni''
-nth. and with o her women
arete me unknown.
T, ere i. no
na to procure a dleoreTh
ot >y that a tf Wore* b decreed to
me
that the re.id.nc of the .aid
lett Tucker in not known to or it!
n.
° **
be a.certaised by Itamade
dlilttence
t;°a* 1 rc**».
Dated October I*. t»t*.
Hobrctlbed and .worn to by tire „i,i
Tucker tot* Win day of October, a d
Before me,
Wimom D. Srmvcya,
Ju.tice of tbe

.of Ellsworth's old residents
lest Friday morning, in the
death of Airs. Lizzie 8. Salat nry. Ripened
in year*, feeble in health, death to her
•*«* a release from suffering. and in ibis
thought the family and friends find consolation in a sorrow inseparable from the
final parting.
was
Mrs. Halsbury
born in
North
Penobscot Nov. 23,1836, the fourth of ten
children of Elisha and Roxana Haleb.
She was married at Ruck sport October
Tit 1870, to Nathan S. Sals bury, and soon
afterward they
moved
to
EUsworth,

home

are

oj Maine for tbe holi-

i.TS<ti ^3t’trv

8. RAUBtTtY.

oat

days.
Rev. Frances J. Watkley of Hartford
£onn., began her pastorate at the Con-

able

called

not

Friday.

SRVFBT'LY WOUNDED.

grange

R. Black has returned to his work

Mias

Smyrna Mills

Raymond E Nason,
Arthur Saindon,
Louis Dubreuil,

P

L.

j

among her sister states. In the first draft,
June. 1917, there were but five counties in

Carroll

DEDHAM.

week with

DIED OF

Franklin V

her

Point

Machias

John Elliott,
Prank R Snow,

Harvey

parents, Isaac Bridges and wife.
M. E. Richards and wife have moved to
Brooks/ille for the winter. Mr. Richards
is employed there on the Patten cottage.
Dec. 9.
B.

Saco

Johnson,

H

Bowers of Br^oklin is vis-

Harold

Unit;

Mow

Ephraim

Airs.

by

In the matter of enlistments she has the

every call.
mains to complete

Home

from the

equal period of time, and to furnish a
larger number of men for service in i
foreign fields than has ever b en required
of any government before.
In all these <
activities the State of Maine justified her'
right to her motto— ‘‘Dingo’’—I lead.

L. B. Bridges, Winaor Bridges and HowVa., but expec’s soon to be mustered
out of the service, and return to bis ard Closson spent a few days recently on
Long Island, bunting.
advertising business in Boston.
George Carter and Elmer Bridges spent
a few days last week at John's Island,
CASUALTY LIST
clamming.
and

Doris Merrill and Olive Chase

j

from any people, to
the government a larger amount

tion

Foreign

have

been asked

stufl of which American soldiers are Willis E. Parsons of D'tver and Chief
made, and the reader also sets in the Game Warden Frank Perkins of Bradley.
making that powerful factor of an i
WEST BROOKE!N.
army—morale. Capt. Swan has been
made a major since re- urning to this j Jibe Well* and wife of Lowell, Mas*.,
He is at present ill in a are visiting Mrs. Wells’ parents, Isaac
country.
base hospital at Camp Humphrey, Bridges and wife.

in

a

answer

people

The American

been called upon to coo tribute by gift a
greater amount of money than has ever

interesting.

Maloe Men

and wife have moved
cottage on Pleasant street
Harold Herrick and Carl Grey came
borne from Portland last week
into the Snow

Push.

Final
Maine has

knocked down

It is, to use a watering.
!
A large touring car, run as a jitney
moving pi -tore term, a “close up” of
American soldier boys at work and between Belfast and Camden by Capt.
VV. D.
formerly of Bucksport,
play in training, ami in the serious slewed Bennett,
off tbe bridge at ‘*Ducic Trap,”
business of fighting.
The author'
six miles from Belfast, in a snowstorm
treats the >>oys of his company as one
last Wednesday, and went to the bottom
and
the
reader
the
feels
big family
in thirty feet of water. Ibere were eight
intimate ton h himself, lives with men in tbe car, all wearing fur coats or
them, and gains a mote vivid picture other heavy clothing, and
the aide
of what the life of our boys over there ! curtains of tbe ear were buttoned down.
has been.
Moreover, the story is Henry Levensky of Portland, a cableman
New
&
England Telephone
without the coarseness, the I for tbe
told
the book

BLUE HILL.

Put Mafue Over the lop in One Biff

call to it.

the floor of her

on

On.000

T5

some

are

Capt. P. T. Moore

of tbe

Cumberland Bar association and ons of
tbe foremost attorneys of New England
in admiralty practice, died at hia home
in Portland Fhdav, aged sixty-one yean.
Mrs. Nancy £. Clifford of Wytopitiock
was

J

people in three q-nu- • and t' -y m»st
be systematically helped at once We
have already doubled
the
at ream
of food Sowing toward Belgium

WAR SAVINGS STAMPS.

the back.

in

There

I.IZZIK

Another

aaaecft

>

| poem

William Hoheuzoilern, the former sees nothing
kaiser, has done another poor Job. ! wood or saw
the side of
According to press reports, he at- by

others.

MM.

"Oar next concern must be to relax blockage ran are* as far as possible in order that the neutral states
in Europe who are now all on short
rations, should he able to take care
of their people
and
the
prevent
growth of anarchy. This is ano'her
group of about M.ff-O.ClOO.
*
'»
gttftsr t»
the 5#,*
O' .000
in north
Russia, a
people
large part of titan are inaccessible
owing to the •'c-kdowtJ of trsnspjrt
t* >n and thr
-h- cr
anari uy.
Millions of these *re
beyond help
e
this winter
Tr
group* are the
ones
that tour -nll.-t the sympathy
of the
foe
Americas
people and
»horn we ar» prepared to make any
necessary sacrifice
There is a great probl'-m in th*
thsituation of
enemy
people—
about SO.fVO'l.OPO. This problem is not
one of point:
to their relief
It Is a
problem of relaxing the watertight
continues
blockade, which
through
the arm! tice.
.sufficiently so that
they may secure for themselves the
bare necessities that wiil give stable
I'nless anarchy can be
government.
of governpat down and stability
ment can be obta'ned in these enemy
si tries, there
will be
to
Dobody
make peate with and nobody to pay
the bill to France and Belgium Tor
the fearful destruction that has been
1 would certainly
done,
approach
this problem with mixed
feelings,
having been
long a witness to the
robbery ^ foewr from women and
children and the destruction of millions of tons of food at sea and to
the misery under which the millions
little
Ailiea
amongst the big and
under the
hare suffered
German
ers 125.C09.OOO people.
yoke. Jostice requires that
governto make
“Onr first and
concern ment be established able
deepest
now must be for rhe little Allies who amends fOT wrongs done, and It canwere under the German
yoke.- they not be accomplished through spread
of anarchy. Famine is the mother of
are the Belgians. Serbian*. Roumanians. Greeks. Zechs. Jugo-Slavs and anarchy.

poem
of tics KoadL” be
j “The House by the Side
i was too modest to sign his name to the
application. vtrses. We could forgive the author fen1
...

explains
SITUATION IN EUROPE
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RED CROSS HAS A
LIGHT FAIiMiiiS CURES
Siii.Lt. iitcoA ViCTiMS
NOBLE TASK AHEAD

War Hook by Major < nrroll J

p;: la worth people scarcely need

In

an

troauciion to the author ot tbie hook
Major Carroll J, Swao-he haa been math
tie wrote this hook- tnarriec
8 u .Jar i"cc
KHsworth girl, Mabel Monaghan
an
and he nas been 8 frequent visitor to Elia

Maj. Gen. Edwards Just Back From
tha Front Cttes Cases In

freely

to tell

permitted

and

achievements,

company’8

AlAJOB C*RR tLh

BY

The Rrd Cross has a grv>3t wort
ahead of It, a eery 'Treat work, a noble work. Wo don’t yet reuliso how
great this work is to be, right here in
New England.
Bot we shall know
letter In a few weeks, when oar
wounded boys are here, and better
till In a year from now, when we
have seen them with our own
eyes
end hare heard their stories.
The work that the Red Cross has
done In F’vtnne has been great and
useful.
When wo arrived there we
were
in terrible need of tents and
r’anhets.
When we had done our
h -t there was still need.
Then the
Rod Cross stepped In, without any
useless red tape, and found us the
tents and the blankets, and saw to it
lhat our Now England hoys were kept
comfortable.
That means a great
deni to a boy when he la three thousand miles away from home, and cold
and wet The Red Cross wtH be busy
In France and Belgium for a long time
yet with the people in the devastated
regions and with our own boys. Bat
the work that I can't help thinking of
most, the work dearest to me. is that
which will be absolutely necessary for
our boys here find for their families,
right in our midst.

writs

frankly of intimate relations between the
any commander and bis men, which
is one of the greatest factors in the superb

com;

the

boys

introduced

are

by

name**; A is not history, except
il relates to this one company,

tempt is made to

letters
Every day
get
from the relatives of oar boys. Some
of them are most pafbetio--they take
a hold cn ray heart.
They come from
the mothers of our boys, mothers who
do not know where their boys are,
and who are sick with worry, mothers who know that their boys have
been wounded bat wish to lftarn more
about them, to ease
their
terrible
anxiety, mothers who wish to know
when their dead boys will be sent
home.
I

fact, and
their
so

real
far

so no

as

at-

?'!*»

larger inoveniv .itsof lae camp-mi
ila.her, it is an
intin. it ; rsonal message from the New
England boys “over there” to friends and
cover

».

relatives

over

hearts of alt
“over
what

but it

hefe,
who

there.”

It

is

reaches the

boys

have

or

friends

vivid revelation of

a

boys have done in the battle for

our

freedom, and
representative

spirit

the

typical young Ameriunder fire are so realisti-

to

front” really

what

see

action

“at the

was.

boys introduced in the book
is “Allen Milliken, of Ellsworth, Maine.”
As a nutter of fact, Milliken is a Bar
Harbor boy, but his mother is an Ellsworth woman, a Wakefield of Bayaide,
One of the

and he has been

a

By permission

frequent
of

the

visitor here.

puolishers,

scores

of

Letters come from widows whose
only sons are in the army in France
rnd who are dependent on these sons.
There
mothers are sometimes In
great need of financial aid, and they
are afraid that their government allotments will not arrive in time. They
need money for food and for rent.
Here is a letter from a widow whose
son has been wounded and is now in
the hospital in another state.
He
cannot yet be discharged, but he Is
her only support., and she writes to
tell me her needs because unless help
comes she is going to suffer.

it articulates is

of the

Events
can.
cally told that you close the book with
thj feeling that at last you have been

privileged

GEN.

U. S. A.

J. SWAN.

morale of the American forces.
T e book is not fiction, it is

MAJ.

CLARENCE R.
EDWARDS.
Commander Department of
Northeast,

of ho

to

Signed

Article.

worth and Hancock Point.
His nook, “My Company,” is an iminiate account on the life of his company
ft
book of the wai
ill prance. it is the rot
written by an officer.
captain Swan’s company participated .r
bitterest fighting of trie greal
ao.ne >1 the
allied offensive in July end August. Ht
I,as been

■

we

Last year these mothers were serai
mj? boxes at Thanksgiving time to
This year many of them
their boys.
are waiting, while they weep, for the
terrible box that will bring the body
of the dear son home to them. These
mothers are the rightful care of the
Red Crocs, and what a work it can
do for them.

Allen Miiiiken was an expert road man
f.om Hiit*worth. .Maine
“By gosh!” the men
would say about his home city, for Allen's
benefit, “the town with a tree in trout. Cut
down the tree, and Milly will never find hia
borne burg:. “Give Miiiiken a Job of putting a
road through a swamp or through a mountain, and then target it. You’ll have your
road on time.

appears again later in the
A shell had landed in the midst of
a working party of the boys of the company, killing one and wounding several
Miiiiken

coming home were 186
crippled men, coming back to make
their way again. Another boat startAfter the wounded had been hurried to ed the same day with as many more.
the first-aid station, and the men had reRome of those boys have only one
turned to their army trucks, one was arm, some have only one leg. some
missing. The captain himself went back will not boo their mother’s face beLet him tell the cause
to try to locale him.
What is going
they are blind.
-lory:
who
have
to become of those boys
Many of
You all go ou to the trucks. Hold the given all that they could?
Iasi one for roe. I’ll go back and try to find them cannot hold their old places of
a
few
After
running
Where
will they find new
linn,” 1 ordered.
work.
hundred yards, I somewhat repented my ones?
No nobler work can be done
action. There wasn't a soul arouud. it was
than for the Red Cross to see to it
yet very dark, they were still sbelliug. and
that they are made comfortable, that
for all 1 knew the euemy might even be
are looked after until they are
arouud tnat trench. Frankly, I was a bit they
And they most not
settled again.
nervous. It was so blamed lonesome I would
come back to homes that hare been
have givep my month’s salary to turn back.
However, I bad made the bluff, aud had to uprooted while they were away. The
see it through
I reached the trench and Red Cross can make them most hapwent up and down it searching and calliug,
py by haring their homes safe for
■’(•arduer.” 1 went down to the awful place
them, and their mothers and slaters
where we had been hit, and all around the
well
place. Finally I decided Gardner must have
gone back in one of the first trucks (as we
One of the heart things about the
fonud afterward he had). I started to turn Red Cross is that ft has no red tape.
back, wheu suddenly in the road I saw a II goes straight to the heart of things
dark figure watching me. With pistol alert,
Its
at once, and wastes no time.
1 challenged, “Who’s there?”
and quick, and that
Is sure
“It’s Miiiiken, captain.” He had dogged hHp
I hope that the
means everything.
my footsteps all the way down there.
“Waat the devil are you doing here?” I Rod Cross can see to ft that no man
demanded. “I ordered you to the trucks.”
a ball he found, a year from now, with
“I kuow, captain, but I couldn't let you
an empty sleeve or on eruteheo, who
come back here alone."
is wandering the streets looking for
Gan you blame an officer for loving his
We don't ret know what it
work.
men?
all means, but we are going to find
is
by
"My Company”
published
out pretty soon when the boy* are
Hoagbtou Mifflin Co. It is attractively
here again.
dluBtrated, 'M illustrations. Price, fl.50
The Red Cross has a great and a
net. MissJ. A. Thompson of Ellsworth
hail tha Knnb
aala
very noble task ahead.
On

book.
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AFTER INFLUENZA
The Grip, Fevers, and Other BloodPoisoning, Prostrating Diseases,
The best course of restorative treat-

ment, purifying

ening

the

the

nerves,

blood, strengthstimulating the

liver, is;
Hood’s Sarsaparilla, the standard
blood purifier, before eating,
Pcptiron, a real iron tonie (chocolated pills), after eating,
Hood’s Pills (cathartic, mild and

effective)

needed.
These three great medicines make
convalescence real, rapid and periect. They are also of service in the
Prevention of disease and the preservation of health. They form Hood’s
*
riple Combination Treatment.
Each is good alone; all are good
together. Get them today.
as

RED CROSS SUPPLIES
The varied eharaeter of the supplies
which the American Red Cress provides for American soldiers and Ballore is shown In the following list of
articles famished In one recent month
to onr lighting men In Crset Britain!
80.006 sweaters, 80,600 toothbrushes,
80.000 pairs of socks, 88,000 pounds of
soap, 300,000 boxes of matches, 600
baseball
ontflts, 860 month organs,
144.060 packages of shewing gam,
handling
cigarettes, for
8.906.000
has
these supplies, the Bed Cross
seven warehouses tn Bn gland and six
In Ireland. If necessary, 6,000 shipwrecked Americans could be outfitted
from head to foot at one time from
Advance
; these
emergency depots.
arrangements have also been mads
; fbr billeting, housing and feeding anv
j number of men who might anexpecodly be landed at ports where there
are no British military eampe.

|

Tile Base
HoapUals of Europe,
wliere American boys as well as the
boy3 of aur allies are recuperating,
have decided that the men who are
yet unable to tight, or to go back to
their places in the ranks, may gala
health and strength while tilling the
soil, and incidentally -may add many
tons of vegetables to the necessary
food supplies.
Ten expert market gardeners from
this country have been sent to France
to direct the work, as it has been
iound that this farm labor is one of
the best restoratives of health, and
also that there is no better work for
• hose
suffering from shell shock than
this out-of-doors activity. Many soldiers who have worked at the farms
announce that they intend to buy
farms and continue on their return
from France.
In addition to the helpful exercises
the tables are helped, and in one hospital there has been green corn on the
cob served as a result of the soldier
fanning.
Green corn is not common
in France, but it certainly pleased the
men
(who were fortunate enough to
get some of It. And the American
boys—well just imagine an American
seeing green corn on the cob when he
didn’t expect there was such a delicacy nearer than the old U. S. A.!
More than two tons of vegetables
were grown at Base Hospital No. 6 in
less than three months.
Peas, potatoes, beans .radishes, lettuce and
corn, and the soldiers declare that
there is nothing like the taste of these
American vegetables grown in the
gardens of the hospitals.

TUBERCULOSIS FIGHTERS
m WiTH RED CROSS
Fifteen hundred anti-tuberculosis
associations in every state in the
Union have set aside their ordinary
work and are giving their time and
attention during the next month to
the Red Cross Christmas Roll Call,
.according to an announcement from
the headquarters of the National Tuberculosis Association.
Instead of the usual sale of Red
Cross Seals which has been conducted
for the last ten years Jointly by the
National Tuberculosis Association and
the American Red Cross, this coming
year the tuberculosis movement will
be supported by a direct appropriation
of $2.500,000 from the Red Cross, and
in turn all of the machinery of the
liberculosis campaign will be turned
into helping swell the membership of
the American Red Cross In an effort
to enroll every man and woman In the
country
In

every state there is a well orstate organization and under

ganized

there are strong local branches.
These trained workers will co-operate
with the Red Cross chapters in their
community and will endeavor to organize their districts so that no one
can
Universal
escape solicitation.
membership in the Red Cross will be
the aim.
it

BE SURE TO SHOW YOUR
RED CROSS BUTTON

NEED
will not end the need
of Hed Cross relief work. On
the contrary the proclaiming of
peace opens new fields of serfice for the Red Cross, and now,
more than ever, the American
people will be called upon to
obey their generous impulses to
bind up the world’s wounds.
Membership in the Red Cross
affords the noblest outlet for
snch impulses. Every American
should answer ’Here” to the
Red Cross Christmas Roll Call
...

DO YOU KNOW?

Large Assortment

1

I
•

*
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

of

—

ed Cross Christmas F.oil Ca

December

16th

to

23f(

Do you know the
Rod
Cross
Christinas
Roll
Call? Do
you
know when it’s going to be? Do you
know it's the call of our brothers,
who are far away, over the sea? Do
you know that if you answer “present” you’ll be helping some boy
over there, and
you’ll show that
you’re backing our soldiers and
willing to do your full share? Do
hat to millions of chilyou snow
dren this is a sign of a haven, indeed, for they know it means food,
clothing, shelter and love to supply
every need? Do you know whai
e millions of members all over
our w. li beloved land have
been
able to do through the Red Cross
in altering a kind, help'ng hand?
Will you answer “I’m here" to the
roll call? Will you be a member
this year? If you- will you’ll receive the "love button”—a token of
Chri"tmas good cheer.

IMNSE

Mr. Henry P. Davison, chairman of
the War'Council of the Red Cross, has
said that if the government should
offer him a check for $500,000,000.00
>r
a check for only
$100,000,000.00
and the work of the women of the
country, he would not even look at
the larger check!
He knew what he
was saying, too, as the magnificent response of the women of America has
shown.
Never before did
woman
shine as now; never before did she
so showr that but for her aid the worn
v ould have occurred.
And the end is
not yet.
The calls are endless.
Refugees
have no underclothes, no stockings,
themselves
little to protect
against
the coming winter winds. The women
to
of America are going
furnish these
clothes these stockings, are going to
see to it that no French, no Belgian,
no
Ita’ian child, or mother, shivers
Into a bitter crave before next spring.
The Surgeon General of the United States is asking for thousands of
sweaters, for hundreds of thousands
of socks, and for hundreds of thousands of articles of all kinds!
English calls ring over the water—and the
American women remember what the
English fleet did for us—they do not
forget! French women, whose souls
are bowed with grief, are listening for
those sweetest of all sounds, the click
of needles that mean warmth, and the
mean
that
scissors
of
snipping
clothes for the children.
of the
No babies in the history
world have been better guarded than
the American. Now all the skill, all
he tenderness, all the love of American mothers finds limitless opportunities to help babies who but for
them would have nothing at all!
New England alone has three million dollars worth of material waiting to be made up and sent! Now is
the time for a hearty pull together, to
show the world that we really understand!

Because of her continued absenco
she
from school and the fact that
lived in rather an undesirable neighborhood and was on the streets all
day a school teacher recently brought
to the attention of the Home Service
department of the Red Cross the story
of a girl of ten years whose mother
ill and whose only other relawas
tives were two brothers, one In camp
and the other a youth of seventeen,
be the
whose earnings seemed to
only meanB of support for the family.
The Horae Service worker called,
found the mother very ill and needing
hospital care at once. Arrangements
care
were
made for the mother’s
and also for a home for the girl in
the country whore she would receive
The
real home training and love.
mother grew worse and died soon afThe
terwards.
seventeen-year-old
The boy in camp had
boy enlisted.
not known that his mother needed his
help, but was glad to contribute from
his pay when the true circumstances
The girl 19 now
were made known.
In the country, going to school, and is
receiving allotments from both of her
brothers and is well cared for. She
is under the watchful care of the
Home Service workers and comes to
them often for counsel.

Horsman’s Art Dolls, Leather Writing Cases, Manicure
Sets, Sewing and Knitting Cases. An entirely new
product in Metal and Glass Calendars, Hanging Vases,
Smoker Sets in Natural Colors, Jap Tea Sets in Old Blue,
Rose, Yellow and Mulberry, Mahogany Serving Trays,

Electric Candle
Late Rebinds

pulpit

throughout

this fall at 65c.
published
Carroll Swan’s

All the latest
The
demand for this book is so great, please send orders ahead
for Xmas.
Eastman Kodaks, Pocketbooks for men and
women.
Pine Assortment of White Ivory Goods.
Xmas
Cards, Tags and Seals. HIGH GRADE CHOCOLATES
in Xmas boxes.

including Capt.

hooks

book, “My Company.”

J. A. THOMPSON
Main Street

Ellsworth, Maine
*

i

METHODIST
Hancock

Wednesday
Useful and

=

FAIR

Hall, Ellsworth
Thursday, Dec. 11=12
Cooked Food and

Fancy Articles,

for Sale

Candy

WEDNESDAY EVENING
Entertainment by Local and Outside Talent
ADMISSION 15 CENTS
THURSDAY EVENING
REV./W.

QUINTON G.ENOE

of

Bangor

Will Present

“The Habitant”
A sketch of Wit, Humor and Pathos, in Canadian Dialect

Admission, 25 Cents
United States Railroad Administration

SUNSHINE.
Mrs. Fred Dunham is ill.
School

closes

to-morrow

for

three

visiting his

R. D. Conary is

sister, Mrs.

Olive Emerson.
Miss Ethena

Shepherd

is

Eaton, who has been employed
Conary, has gone away for the

Russell
W. W.

winter.

Haskell,

Wyman
merchant

wrho enlisted

in

the

marine, is spending two weeks

with his brother William.
Herbert

Conary

and wife received

ter from their son Willard
in New York from Colon,
is

his way to
Maumee.

now on

ship

on

France

a lethis arrival

Panama.
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the steamC.

SURRY.
Miss Mabel Wadi in

is

the

guest of Mrs.
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A. L.

Trew'orgy

Capt.

N. J. Kane

returned home
came

home

Monday.

Mondaj'.

Caspar of Beverly spent
days recently w ith his parents.
Earl

Dec 9.

a
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CONDON—At South BrookHville, Dec 7, to Mr
and Mrs J R Condon, twin sous.
HUTCHINS—At Penobscot, Dec 2, to Mr and
Mrs Wilbert Hutchins, a daughter.

!

I

Sullivan.ar
Sorrento.
Bar Harbor .ar
William M
BROWN—At Dedham. Dec 7,
Drown, formerly of Ellsworth, aged 74
years.
BALLARD—At North Bucksport, Dec 9, Benjamin Ballard, aged 87 years.
BOW DEM—At Salisbury Cove, Dec 4. Frank
O Bowden, aged 67 years, 8 months. 4 days.
CUNNINGHAM-At Ellsworth. Dec 6. Bailie
Leach, wife of Ralph E Cunningham, aged
28 years, 2 months.
DhLAITTRE—At Minneapolis, Dec 3, Thomas
J DeLaittre, torn erly of Ellsworth, aged 34
years. 4 months, 16 days.
At Bar Harbor,
FEENEY
Dec 8, Miss
Biauche Feeney, of Jonesboro.
GRANT-At Boston, Mass., Dec 2, Mrs W B
Grant, ot Sedgwick.
LAWFORD—At Bar Harbor, Dec 6, Mrs Arthur W Lawford, aged 25 years.
LeMOB—At Bar Harbor, Dec 7, David G LeMos, U S N R, of Somerville, Mass, aged 24
—

MAYO—At Bar Harbor, Dec 7, Walter Mayo,
U S naval reserve, of East Corinth, aged 19
McINTIRE—At Bucksport, Dec 6, James Ri
Mclntire. aged 37 years, 3 months, 26 days.
8ALSBUR Y —At Ellsworth. Dec 6. Lizzie 8,
widow of Nathan S Salsbury, aged 82 years,

OF
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f Stops on signal or on notice to conductor.
Daily, t Daily, except Sunday.
DANA C. DOUGLASS,
General Manager.
M. L. HARRIS,
General Passenger Agent.
Portland, Maine.

PLummiNu,
Hot Water Heating, Furnact
Work and Jobbing.
HONEST

WORK: HONEST

PRICES

Twenty Years’ Experience.
Personal a lent ion
or mail orders

to all details.
Telephone
promptly atteuded to.

EDWARD F. BRADY,
Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.
Telephone 173-2.

days.

WHITCOMB—At Ellsworth. Dec 10, .Madelina,
daughter of Mr and Mrs B B v\ hitcomb,
aged 1 year, 4 months, 12 days.

25
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Nicolin.j.

CAKII
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McKay.

Treworgy went to Clinton Saturday
to begin her school again.
John Wolvin spent a few daj’s recently
with his mother, Mrs. Mary Osgood.

the
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Boston via
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Waukeag, S Fy
Hancock
Franklin Road.
Wash’gt’n Jane
Ellsworth.
Ellsworth Falls
Nicolin.
Green Lake
Phillips lutke..
AlcKenzie’s.
Holden.
Brewer June...
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CENTRAL

1918.

Bangor.ar

Dec. 6.

Daniel

November 11,

visiting A. R.

Buckminster and wife.

by

W. G. McADOO, Director General of Railroads
Corrected to

weeks.

Tracy.

The Red Cross Christmas Roll Call
week begins with a special Rad Cross
Sunday on December the fifteenth.
every

Sticks, Eaton, Crane & Pike’s Stationery.

SARGENT—At Bar Harbor, Dec 10, James W
Sargent, U S naval reserve, of Winter Harbor, aged 20years. 8 months.
TRACY —At Gouldsboro, Nov 26, Mrs Eliza

RED CROSS SUNDAY
From

Toys, Games eBooks

K
i: o m wora

AREJEFT

Greeks of old sent presents of earth
and water to their correspondents.
When a letter fails to come we all
think that the friend has forgotten us.
Now who wishes his fellows to think
that he has forgotten that this Is a
world where kindness and love are
welcome?
We may feel well disposed toward
the Red Cross and keep our button
lucked away under a lapel somewhere
where no one can see—and who knows
that we are not traitors to the lads
who have been through hell in EuWhen a man
rope to keep us safe?
has a stolen purse he hides it In an
inside pocket, and he sneaks down a
But those
back alley when he can
of us who belong to the Red Cross—and
who will nol belong when Christmas
arrives?—we who belong must show
wear
the button,
our colors, must
must say to our friends, “Yes, I’m
with you for a world of safety and
peace and kindness and love!”
It’s the same beloved red of service, such as lr”tgs before the shrine,
the white of purity, and the blue of
is
the
Where
better
constancy.
better service?
cause? Where the
Where a badge to be prouder of? On
with the button when the campaign
Let the Red Cross
opens, next week.

Peace

I

CARING FOR THOSE WHO
B«

Who hides his dag on Fourth of
July? Who falls to rise to The Star
Spangled Banner? Why do we wave
flags, and why do we rise?
Because
we human beings demand a sign. The
Indians exchanged wampum when
The
they met and swore friendship.

PEACE MAKES£REATER

iUiUntiaemiiTtB.

save:

monev

by having your clothing repaired.
cost mouey

now;

Clothes

have your old suits

over-

hauled.

Repairing fur garments a specialty
DA VI D F-RieifSID

1V1 &

Street

r*»

Ellsworth

desire thus publicly to express our
sincere gratitude to neighbors and
country v 111 be told the massage of
the American Red Cross. Special pro- friendsin lor their kindness and sympathy
so many ways during the illness
S shown
grams should be arranged In the Sun- and at the death of our wife and daugher.
Mrs. Margaret Leach.
All Kinds of Laundry Work.
NAPHTHA CLEANING
day schools on this day.
Ralph E. Cunningham.
room
should
The Sunday school
Goods called for and delivered
Ellsworth, Dec. 11,1918.
flame with Red Cress posters and emSpecial attention to parcel post work
h. B. ESTEY & CO., Proprietors
blems, and thare should be prominentatfoertiBrnunta.
State Street,
Ellsworth. Me
ly displayed both a Red Cross flag
and a Red Cross Service flag. Teachers and pupils should carry home this
ProTtsaumai C-atCsi.
Red Cross message to the members
Manufacturer and dealer in
H.
SCOTT
of their families and see to it that
SPECIALTY MASK OF
each one of these is wearing the Red
TYPEWRITING, ACCOUNTING AND
Cross membership button before the
GENERAL, CLERICAL. WlJKK.
Ageni L'uion Sale Deposit & Trust Co., or PortThe Christinas spirit
week Is over.
Tablets
and’Markers
end, for turnlshlng Probate aud Surety BoDd
i'self
Red
Cross
in
'should express
Agent Oliver Typewriter; typewriter suppltei
service and sacrifice
Ellsworth and Bar Harbor, Me. Removed to 1 School St.,
Ellsworth, a,

WE

Ellsworth Steam

H. W. DUNN

ALICE

High Grade Granite
Monuments,

and Marble

Laundry

jug<u

COUNTY

THE HOLY LAND

I’HOB %TK ^.>£11^.

SEAL COVE.

is hereby given that the following
XTOT1CB
o.ritmeut* have ween made bv tbe
apt

Probate oart within and for ?be county of
Emka». State of Maine:
Im v 9. Rogers, late of Brookline, county
o# Norfolk, commonwealth of M issachntetts
docesaed.
George H. Campbell of Roiaad
Park, county of Baltimore and stale of Marv
land, appointed administrator with tbe wilannexed of the estate of aai<i deceased: date
mi qualification Novem «r 5 a. d. 1918 Not
being a resident of tbe State of M*ire, he
has appointed Bchnyler R. Clark of South
west Harbor, in the county of Hancock. State
of Maine a*- bis agent la.said State of Maine,
aa tbe law directs.
Gilbert F Candage. late of Blnehiil. in said
Sd.tb M. Clay and Roaie
sou my, deceased.
P. Briwgs of b uehill at.d Irvii g B. Candage
of Sedgwick, in said county, appoin.ed ex
ecu to « of the last will and teafameni of said
deceased; dale of qualifies ion Novt-rob.r 12,
a. d. 19)8.
Fred l*. Dorr, late of Orland. in said county,
deceased. Flora E. Dorr of said Orland. af>- ;
pointed executrix of tbe last will and testa
■sent of said deceased; dale of qualification
November 5. a. d. 1918
Loring E Page late of Bucksoort, in said j
Addle L. Page- of s»id
county, deceased
Bucksport, appoiuted executrix of tbe last
will arid testament of said deceased; date of j
qualification November 5. a. d, 19.8.
Ehen H. King. late of B*r Harbor. tan said
county, decease-1. Eben K. Wimak-r of said
Bar Harbor appointed executor of tbe last
will and testament aud codicil of said de
•eased; date of qualification November 8. a.
d. 1918.
Montell* W. Abbott, late of Bucksport. in
Merrill Trust Comsaid aounty. deceased.
of Bangor. Penobscot county, State of
(aine. appointed executor of the iaat will
and testament of said deceased; date of qualification November 5, a. d. 19:8.
Edna Ward well, late of Penohacot. in said
Creamer of
Walter J
county, deceased.
Bangor, Penobscot county, state ol Maine,
appointed administrator of tbe estate of a.id
deceased; date of qualification November 12.
a. d. 1918.
Harry P. Green aw, late of Blooington. in !
said county, deceased. Frank W. Bracket of
Portland, county of Cumberland. State of ;
Maine, appointed adm uisttator of the estate
of said deceased; date of qualification No- {
vember 8 a. d. 1918.
► rank
R. Nason, late of Surry, in said j
deceased.
S die H. land age of
county.
Stouington. in said county, appointed ad
ministratrix of the estate of said dectaaed;
date of qualification November 5, a. d. 1918
Henry E. Moulden, late of Swan’s Island,
in said county, deceabea. S. A. McDonald of
Stonmgton, In ssid county, appointed administrator of the fstate of said t-eceased;
dale of qualification November 19, a. d. 1918.
Harry E Cousins, late of Brooklin. in said
county, deceased. Frank A- B wdeu of said
Brooklin. appointed administrator of tbe estate of said deceased; date of qualification
November 12,19(8.
Sarah ft. Harper, late of Castine. in said j
county, deceased. Emma L. Holmes of Bel- j
fas
county of Waldo, State cf Maine, appointed .id minis; ratrix of the eaiate of said
deceased; date of qualification No-re mb r'JO, j
a. d. 19 8.

ic stroke Set
ui

of

btoniagion. m *
Eugene H. Thurlow |

said county, deceased.
of Buffalo, New
York, appointed administrator of the estate of said deceased; date
No
of qualification November 5. a d. 1**8
residen*
he
a
ot
the State of Main
being
has appointed Charlotte M. tj*wy»r of Ston
ington, in the county of Hauc <ck, State of
M iine, aa his agent in said Stale of Maine, as
the law directs.
Leonard B
Kane, late of Sorry, in s*id
county, rieoeised. Edmond J. Walsh of Billworth, in said coonty,
appointed admin
is%rstor of tne estate oi said deceased; date
of qualification Novtniher 5, a. d. :9l8.
James H. Morse, late of Biuehiit. in said
county, deceased. Flort nee ». Morse of *aid
Binehill, appointed adtur lstratiixof thee
tate of fa id deceased; date of qualification
November 5. a. d. 1918.
Albeit G. Johnson, late of Bar Harbor, in
said coon-y. deceased, (trace W. Johnson,
of said H*r Harbor, appointed administratrix
of ike estate of said deceased; date of qaali
Section October 26. a. d. 1918.
lewis B. Coombs, late of Winter Harbor,
in said county, deceased. Harry L Crabtree
of E Isworth. *n said count*, appointed administra or of the estate of sud
ece*sed;
date of qualification November 5, a. d. 1918.
Kathleen L Coombs late of Winter Harbor,
in said c »uuty, decs i-ed
Harry L .Crabtree
of Ellsworto. in s^id county, appointed aonainistrator of the e* ate of said deceased;
date of qualification November 5. a. d. 1918.
Mary A. Gi more, late of Castine. in s..ii1
county, deceased. Wm. B- Blaisdell o.' Suili
van, pub.ic ad mini»:ra-.or in and lor Hancock
county, appointed sdmiuistr itor of the es
tate of said deceased; date of qua ification
November 5, a d. 1918.
Charles H. Preble, late of Sullivan, in said
W. a
B.ai>dell of said
county, dt.eiseo.
Sullivan, apu mied administrator of the estate of naid decras>d; cate of qualification
November®), a. d. 1918.
Dated at Ellsworth, this twenty seventh
day of November, a. d. 1918.
Cuba E. Mullaj*, Acting Register of Probate

NOTlfK

1

FO!iKCI.f»SI7 K
Richardson, of MtT?
ert. coauty of Hancock .Stat' of
Maine by hfa mortgage de d da ed tne SO h
day of Mari it 1899. and recorded in the reg
stry ot dud* for Hancock county in L«ook
c mveyeci to John W. Soturs, of
336. p*gsaid Ml Desert, a certain parcel of re.n est e
in \u. Desert, aforesaid, ano desituate
scribed a* loiiows, to wit:
“A certain »ot or parcel of land situated in
the Beech Hill Distric; in the town of Mt.
Desert bousided and desrrtoe.i as follows, to
wit: Bek
:nz at the nmtbe-iirt corner of
Cia. k .o< and runnng south eigmy-turee
degrees and thirty minutes east twenty rods
more or I*-*i to a s eke in the east side of the
cross road
u ni the Beech Hill ;o the S.
W. Hsrbt- r^sd:
-ence sooth six degrees
and thirty unnutes west s.xieen rods t.» au
iron bolt; thence north, eigaty-three degrees
and thirty minutes wvst twenty
ds mo>e or
less to the es&t noe of the said ‘.lark lot;
thence no> th six degr es ■•nd luirty in mu e»
east by the east line of said Clark's lot sixteen rods to place of beg lining and cou aius
two acres more or less. Tae a <ve desciibed
lot being too same as that co-veyed oy Mary
C and J bn G. Ri hardson to tne. the said
Stephen Richardson, bj need d.i'ed Sept 4ih.
a. »J. 1897, and
recorded in HancocK e ns ty
registry of d e ls, book 329 page 5S6;’’ and
whereas said Johu W Somes hax since deceit .ed and John A Suues of said Mi. Dts«-t
has been dulv appointed ad minis'rat or of the
estate of said John W. Bonus
and whereas,
said Johu A. Homes, administrator as afore
said, n the fifteenth day of Novemnei, 1918,
assigned said mortgage and the note thereto
secured a*id nil his interest as such administrator <u and to the same to Johc A.
Somes; ana whereas (he coud tion of nail
mortgage nas been broken, now, therefore, by
reason of the breach of the condition thereof.
} claim a foreclosure of said n ortgage
John A. Bombs.
Mt. Desert, Me.. Nov. 16. 1918.
OF

'\17~HERKAS Stephen
De

H

ancock ss.

Supkbmb Judicial Court,

in

Eqc.ty.

Ueoeos B. Cookssy

3kal

Hakbob

and

Shore

Front

Water

Company.
the matter of a bill in equity, dated November 22, 1818, in which it is alleged that
the defendant corporation, of which plain-iff
ia president, has neither unset* nor liabilities,
and praying that, agreeably to a vote of its
stockholders passed on the 21»t day of Novemoer, 1818. such corporation may be dissolved,
it is ordered:
That a hearing be had thereon at the court
house in Eilaworib, Maine, on Thursday, the
18th day of December, 1818, at i0 o’cl ck in
the forenoon, sod that notice of said hearing
be given by publishing an attested copy o!
this order once in each week for two codsecutive weeks iu the Ellsworth American,
a newspape. published iu the citv of Ellsworth. the last publication to be at least seven
days before the dale of said hearing.
It i« further ordered that ac ual notice of
the time and place of said hearing, and of the
pose Utereof, shall be given to the Seal
arbor and Shore Front Water Company by
giving in band to its clerk, or any of its directors. seven days at least before said 19th
day of December. 1918. a copy of said bill in
equity an of this order thereon, at* s ed as
such by T. F Mahoney, clerk of the supreme
judicial court for Hancock county.
Chablbb J Down.
Justice Supreme Judicial Court.
A true copy of the order of court.
Attest -T F. Maromsv, Clerk 8. J. Court.
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Core and Boatu Seal Cove gave an entertainment at the ball Thursday evening,

Nov. 28.

n is the
arch-enemy of health.
enemy and you rout a whole p my

-v st-

has

The school improvement leagues of Seal

go

it.

straight to
They act

Contain

no

These time-tested pillf
the stomach, stimulate the liver and

leagues.

Walls and wife recently received
from the4r son Arthur, who is on
the U. 8. cargo stesmer Cape Komame.
The letter was written from a French
port. Nor. 6. Mr. Walls write* that on
the pan-sage over a German submarine apW. D.

letter

a

peared,

but the

of

crew

tha.

undersea boat

merely shouted “goodbye, boys, we're going home,” indicating that the days of
ruthless warfare were ended.
N.
Dec. 9.

IRelieve

Constipation

rHrectir^a
Sold
hf

THE GRAND MUFTI, HEAD OF THE MOHAMMEDAN CHURCH (A
WHITE TURBAN), ARRIVES AT AMERICAN RED CROSS HEADQUARTERS TO TAKE PART IN THE FORMAL INAUGURATION OF
THE WORK IN PALESTINE.

lit ^L-itLu ujli
Red Cross Commissioner

Suffering

Thk

to

American

Re<l Cross

far greater scale in

in

in tenth

administer relief work

Reports Starvation and
Holy Land.

on

Palest in*

than heretofore in order that thou
sands of men, women and children Ir
that jwtrt of the world may be rescue*
from their present suffering. Dr. Johr
H. Kin ley. Red Cross Commissioner tc
Palestine and former Commissioner oi
Education for the State of New York
has cabled that this additional work ii
immediately necessary.
At least one-third of the population
of Lebanon has died of starvation anti
disease, due to lack of nourishment
Mjfnv villages are virtually dejopulat
ed, and thousands of people are in
need, owing to epidemics, lack of era
ployment and the prohibitive prices oi
food.
Families formerly in the best of cir
cumstaiices have been reduced to des
titution.
Every one ts clamoring foi
an opportunity to rehabilitate himself
Owing to a lack of physicians the con
ditions in many hospitals are deplora
ble' More than ten thousand sick civil
tans have been cared for by the Arner
lean Red Cross (hiring a single month,
and Red Cross'a tromohiles are transporting hundreds of iil and wounded
prisoners to hospitals every day. There
are
at least ten
thousand refugee

Armenians iruand about Damascus and
than three thousand in the llauran district, the cable asserts.
Dr. Finley says the American R»*d
Cross workers ha'e been doing everything possible to relieve this distress,
but adds that greatly Increased help
must come at once.
He requires two
additional hospital units immediately.
Genera! Allenhy has cabled the British
War iifflrs-to a;'prove this plan.
Dr. Finley Journeyed on foot from
Beersbeha to Pan in the wake of the
advancing British fon ts, and at the
time ot sending the cable 1 ad just completed a tour of the Palestine and lower Syria, passing through Nazareth.
Tiberius, Tyre. Sidon. Haifa and Beirut, reaching the latter piuce two days
after its occupation by the British
j force*.
“America should be the first to help
fin the rehabilitation of the Holy Land,
which Great Britain and our Allies
have redeemed.*' dech *es Dr. Finley.
‘The first medium of help should be
i the American Red Cross, which makes
; no distinction as to race, creed or color. Under the trusteeship of those who
recovered tills sacred land, which is
the cradle of three ; eat religions, the
civilized world is now given the opportunity of illustrating its highest ideals
for humanity.”
more
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THE

has

been

tosh, Liredo, Texas, has been spending a
few days here with his parents. Charles

—

Sirgent, who has employment
Machias, apent rhanksgiving at bom*.
Mrs. Sargent accompanied him on bis

at

\

KKANKUN.

Ellis Springer and wife
monia.

are

return

Earl

at

Rev.

the

parsonage

in

Sullivan, by

George Sparks, Thursday,

Nov.

friends.

28

Marry Wentworth and family of HuppThey will reside in Ellsworth.
den are visiting Mrs. Wentworth's pars
fa
returned
Randolph
Smallidge
to
Mrs. Josephine Blance announces the
ents, J-4m Springer and wife.
after a
brief furlough apent
engagement of
daughter, Georgia Wmtbrop,
Miss A Hie Maeomtwr, who baa been
with relativea here.
Savoy Blance of Prospect Harbor, to i£mii
the truest of Mrs. Austin McNeil, has re«
George Oerrisb, wife and daughters f turned to North Hulltvan.
lysis Du hue of Bristol, R. I.
Ruth and Alice spent Jbanksgiving here, j
William Stewart and son Clyde have
Misses Leona DeBeck and Helen Brigreturning to Machias, where they have j don are home from
gone to Portland to visit bia daughter,
V. of M. on account of
meut.
employ
Mrs. Harlan Butler. They will then go to
the prevalence of influenza.
Bath, to work in tbe shipyard.
Private Dennis Coombs arrived home ;
Mrs. Earl Walls of South wet Harbor,
from Camp Deven* Dec. 2. He was acconu- who visited a few weeks at the hon.e of
Dec. 9.
C.
panied by his wife, who has been at; h r parents, Henry Donnell snd wife, reMARIA VILL ft.
Ayer. A company of aome thirty-five turned home Wednesday.

home!

Hollis Carter has returned home.

C.

young people gathered at their
that evening to give him a warm w elcome

Kdward Rankin is very low.

Mrs.

home.

R. Goodwin is ill of pneumonia.

Roy Morgan

Mr. Coombs

soldiers from

employment

and wife have

at Clifton.

•with

this

honorable

an

is

first

the

place, to arrive
discharge.

Dec. 7.

Jordan of Woodfords has been in
few days visiting relatives.

of

town

a

Shirley Gray and family are visiting
Mrs. Gray’s mother, Mrs. Mary Marsh.
Dec. 9.
F.

bo

Yoqdk

Camp

has arrived

borne

from

Quick action has become the byword
of commerce.
Fortunes have been
made and lost and remade in the time
the undecided person wavers In his or
her decision.
But quirk decision must
not to be confounded with jumping impulsively to conclusions. This extreme, which admits of little or no
thought at all, is always as bad as
the other.
Train your mind to act quickly.
Plunge forward or draw backward,
but don’t stand fnlteringly in the middle. for you stand In danger of being
laid low by indecision.

Devans.

Mias

at Frank

of

Bircb

Harbor, is

Young*#.

Dolan has moved into the Ira
near

Annie

tbe store.

for tbe winter.

Dec. 9.

Etttah.

PARTRIDGE COVE.
to

I'oung has fitted up

hoop-poles.
Mrs. Alice Young

an

engine

went

to

Ellsworth

daughter Dorothy
Reuei Bartlett's. Mrs. Bartlett
and Henry are now ill.
Dec. 9.
Hcbbard.
was

ill

has

accepted

a

girts* industrial school in

and

left

this

week

for her

where

her

at

Heroism.

Heroism is the brilliant triumph of
the soul over the flesh, that Is to say
over fear; fear of poverty, of suffering, of calumny, of illness, of loneliness and of death.
There Is no real
piety without heroism. Heroism is the
dazzling and glorious concentration of

courage.—Amiel.

where he went last

January bis eyes much
from the treatment at a hospital.

Harbor seems entirety free
influenza epidemic at present,
though Mrs. Arthur Robinson, who, with
her husband, was critically ill of it, is
still in poor health.
Southwest

^hiitrlifinnma

from the

Henry Trendy

saw

Saturday,

Mayo James

the

James Elliot, young son of Mrs. John
Tinker, arrived home from Milton, Mass.,

improved

Hodgkins has returned to

Tracy’s

Clarence

Mary A. Carroll is making quite an
extended visit with her niece, Mrs. Louise
Smallidge. at Northeast Harbor.

work.

Haze! Rice

employed

8QCTHWEST HARBOR.
Miss

position in
Hallowell,

K.

Quick Action.

e

S.

Mrs. Lulu

GOULDS BORO.
Elisha

Dec 9.

the

Frank

THE RED CROSS ROLL CALL.

has

Stomach Dead

purchased a fine
horse.
As his daughter Gladys
carries on a milk route the greater part of
the year, a fast-stepping horse will be appreciated by her.

j

Walter Stanley and wife spent the
Thanksgiving holidays with the family of
their son Frank at Northeast Harbor.
Mrs. Blarney sends into The American
a bean record, having shelled from ooe

j

stock of black
Earl Walls

wax

149 beans.

spent Thanksgiving with his
parents in Frank-

wife at the borne of her

lin, returning Friday to resume duty in
the Red
Front store, assistant to F.
Hobbes. His place at the A. L» Screes

Man Slid Lives
*our stomach. *u ‘.
fermentation of food, <!Utre«« after nim«
iurhtft-fttion aud mck relief in large chunks of
artificial dl|reunr«, are killing their *totnachs
by inaction Just a* surely as the vtrtim of
morphine is dead niug and Injuring beyond
every nerve fu bis body
repair
What the stomach of every aatfe er I t.:
indigestion needs is a good proscription il»*t
*'»•
will build op his stomach, pot
energy and elasticity into i*. and make it
sturdy enough to digest a hearty weal without artificial aid.
The best prescription for Indigestion * >rr
written is sold by druggists everywhere 3: a
S.
Alexander and is rigldiy
by rbsries
guaranteed tn build up the stomach and
cu-e indigestion, or money back
This prescription is named J4i-o n*. eadI is
sold fu small tablet form in large boxes, .or
Remember the name.
only a few cents
Mi-o-na stomach tablets
They never fni

People who suffer from

!

*

i

a&urrtisrmnits

truly popular approval.
our
when
This Cl risunas,
country is out of the deep waters
of the war, every dollar paid for
an
annual membership in the
Red Cross will be a direct
Christmas gift to our land, air
and sea forces and to tht>se who
have feit the sting of war in a
country
way that we in this
have not experienced. The ministrations of the Red Cross will
be as good a substitute for
Christmas at home as can be
furnished
under the circum-

SOLDIERS.

That the soldiers, sailors and marines are deeply appreciative of the
canteen service of the American Red
Cross Is Riven ample evidence many
stances.
times every day. The keynote of their
The women of America, seeappreciation is perhaps best expressed
on the post cards which they send to
ing In the Red Cross an extension upon a universal scale of
the “folks hack home’’ when en route
tlie mothering insiinct, will be
to points of embarkation.
From a
dozen picked up at random the followquick to answer “Here" to the
roll call, because service sad
ing sentiments were taken and “speak
sacrifice are womanly qualities
for themselves
and they are Red Cross quali“Red Cross are sure treating us
ties.
great en route.”
“Red Cross are sure making It happy
President Wilson, as president
for ns.”
of the American Red Cross,
“I summon you to the
says:
“Support Red Cross In everything.”
“For God's sake never say ‘No’ to
comradeship!"
the Red Cross. They're wonderful."
“Long live the Red Cross.”
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
“The Red Cross are angels to us the
way they treat us.”
“I think If the people of America
“Canteen service 100 per cent, in
tould only see and realize what the
fifteen
carloads
us
Toledo;
of
well
boys are doing out here," said a Captaken care of.”
tain
after
Chateau-Thierry, “they
“Red Cross serving coffee. Oh. they
i would gladly back them up with their
do so much for us!”
1 last dollars and their lives if necea“Do all you can for Red Cross—they
I sary
do so much for us.”

ill of pneu-

Blance and wife.

Mrs.

American flying men In France are
receive special attention from the
American Rad Cross as the result of a
request for such service that has been
received from General Patrick, Chief
of the Air Service.
Because of the
necessity of keeping aviators overseas in the very best mental and
physical condition for their hazardous
work officials of the aviation branch of
the service have long felt they should
have more comforts and opportunities
for relaxation than are provided by
the ordinary canteen.
In compliance with the request the
Red Cross Is establishing special combination mess and recreation canteens
at all points in France where our aviators, either students or officers, are
stationed,. Extra comforts and attention will be provided for our *‘bird
men” at these canteens. They will be
presided over by American womeu of
intelligence and cheerful personality,
whose chief duty will be to create as
much home atmosphere as possible in
the circumstances.
The American Red Cross is to have
sole charge of these* aviation canteens.

Medway,

WINTER HARBOR.
Nathan

be ban been clerk for several
Ailed by Vondell Stanley.
SpmAT.

where

yeaiw, is
Uw. 9.

Arthur Bunker was a week-end guest
Saturday.
B. Tracy, who is teaching at of his son Edward in Brewer.
Mrs. DeWitte Lathrop,
Higgins Classical institute. Charleston,
Percy Hanacom and wife of Pittsfield
teaching in Norcroes, has returned home, :
came Saturday to visit relatives.
spent Thanksgiving here with his mother
and is with her mother, Mrs. J. W. Cole.
Mrs. R. J. Tracy.
Mr*. Charles Kradhury and son Floyd
Gerard Noonan and Harvey Ray re* j
Charles Mitchell recently visited his j returned Mon-lay from Portsmouth, N. H.
turned from a hunting trip to WptopitFrank Turner.
Friends of Mr*. Fred Bunker regret to
lock tbe last of the week, with two deer uncle,
Principal Uarold Warren of the high learn she is sen »u*ly ill of erysipelas.
each.
school apent Thanksgiving and the week*
Mrs. Effle Mscomber left Siturdav for
;
Miss Vida Cleaves ha* returned home,
end following at
West Gouldaboro. the Boston to visit her cl
after a trip of ten weeks among relatives |
ughtcr, Mrs. Galen
of P. F. Tracy and wife.
guest
and friends in Massachusetts and New
Havey.
Mias Leona Stover «f this town and
Mrs. Alfred Lfanaon left Friday for
Hampshire.
Lester I. Bowden of Ellsworth were
Kmgrnsn to spend a few days with
Major Clarke Blance from Fort McIn- married

Charles

to

to

gone

who

Shaw boose

When “the greatest mother In
the world” calls the roll the
week of December I $-23 the
hope of the American Red Cross
Is that the answer for the entire
“All
American people will be:
present, or accounted for."
It will be the occasion for
22.000,000 adults and 8,000000
children to renew their membership and for all others to Join.
One happy slogan of the roll call
announces that “alt you need Is
a heart and a dollar."
Why does the Red Cross at
Christmas conduct a membership campaign? Because it unites
the people in an intimate way
with the organization they have
supported so magnificently. In
other countries one of the most
Impressive things about the
American Red Cross la the size
of its membership,
attesting

have

Mass., for the winter.

James

CANTEEN AT FRONT FOR
AMERICAN “BIRD MEN"

Noonan and her father,

j

of Special V^laa to Women wm with Eeer7
Utitt^-hottt tUo world, ia oorcn, 10

PKG8PRCT HARBOR.
Miss Laura C3m\m spent tbe week-end
with Mrs. Ruhr Tracy, in Winter Hitrbor.

ASK

static of'Maine.

Harding
place.

returned to the radio
station after spending a week's furlough
with his parents, Jos. Swasey and wife.
Mr. Hwasey was accompanied by a friend,
Mr. Joy, of Hancock.

DauaSwasey

j

or

Mrs.
son, born Nov. 22.
Mias Henrietta Walls of tbia

a

was

8any

late

Harding and wife of Union,
receiving congrat ulations on the birth

Edmund
are

1

Thurlow,

Mitchell suffered * p*mlyturday, Dec- 7, and little bope
entertained for her recovery.
Mr*. AdelUi

1

Pheoe E.

.NEWS

“Mother says that there is just as
much difference now between
WILLIAM TELL and ordinary
flours as there used to be, and she
proves it in her baking. She says
she saves, too, ‘cause it goes so
much further.”

Milled according to
U.S. Food Regulation*

j

WHITCOMB, HAYNES

& WHITNEY.

Lunt from Boston, Arthur
Hadley and
Raymond Tripp from U. of M., William F.
Higgins and Maurice King from Bar Harbor, and Cora Leighton from Mt. Desert.

NEWS

COUNTY

NORTH HEDQWiCJK.
ban

Fred Lowell
Long Island.

moTed bin family to

Roderick Peasley lost a
reoeutly, of colic.
Mrs. Cora Alley spent
relatives in Ellsworth.

valuable

the

horse

cation.

Miss Gladys Lunt, who has been in the
Harbor hospital, came home Saturday, much improved in health.
D®*2*
M.
Bar

with

wee*

Miss Muriel Tripp, who has been teaching id Trenton, is at borne for a short va-

Mrs. Emma Hmallidge of Seal Harbor
Ed. Hmallidge, for a few
is with her son.

_

WEST FRANKLIN.
Hal Clark shot a deer Saturday.

weeks.
Mrs. Lawrence Orindle has returned to
East Bluehill, after several
her borne at
weeks with her sister here.
Friday evening, Dec. 13, the grange will
A
elect officers for the ensuing year.
baked bean supper will be served.
X.

Dec. 2.

_

MEMORIAL BKSOLL'TIONS.
Whereat. God the Divine Master, in His
wise providence, has suffered death to again
toter our portals, thus severing another
link in our fraternal chain, aud has taken
from our midst our beloved sister, Elizabeth
pert Pierce; therefore be it
Resolved, That the removal of such a life
from our midst leaves a vacancy that will
be deeply realized by members and friends

organisation.
Resolvod, That the heartfelt sympathy of
of Sedgwick grange be exmembers
the
tended to her family in their sorrow, that
while wc mourn her loss in our order, we appreciate her many high qualities of mind and
oeart and we shall greatly miss her presence

of this

among

us.

Resolved, That our charter be draped for
thirty days, that a copy of these resolutions
x placed upon the records of our grange, a
•4>py be sent to cbt family of the departed
.tiater, also a copy to the Ellsworth Ambri4N and Bangor X its for publication.
The angel of death has again entered Sedgwick grange and taken two brothers. It is
with a feeling of sadness that we present a
yw words to the memory of Brother Harold
Torrey, who so early in life finished his
allotted task, also to Brother Clarence Torrey,
who passed away at Camp Devens, Mass.,
while in training to serve bis country in its
time of need.
Rrnolvod, That in the death of Brothers
Harold and Clarence Torrey, our grange has
lost worthy and faithful members.
Resoloed, That we extend to the doubly
stricken
mother, brother and sisters our
beartfslt sympathy.
Reno Iced, That our charter be draped for
thirty days, a copy of these resolutions be
plsced on our records, and one sent to the bereaved family, also one to the Bangor Nev>$
and Ellsworth American for publication.
Death has again entered our grange aud
raruered for his great granery above, a sheaf
laden with golden grain.
H’Aereos, In the death of Brother William
Means,one of our oldest members, .Sedgwick grange mourns the loss of a beloved and
respected brother.
Resolved, That in the death of Brother
Means,.we feel that “the tie that binds’* is
broken, and that our grange is better for
having had him with us.
U> soloed, That we extend our sympathy to
ibt widow and children in their affliction,
tud may their hearts be comforted by the
ssouranoe that they will some day meet him
iu the home beyond.
Revolved, That these resolutions be placed
<>ur records, a copy sent to the widow and
cb* Jren, also to tne Bangor Aeu* and Ellspth American for publication, and our

Walter Urindle and wife
guests at S. O. Hardson’s.

recent

were

-Ryder andJotham Buzzell
Sunday visitors at Cherry field.
AI den

were

Miss lieo»a DeReck is at home from
the U. of M. until after Christmas.
Athol Smith and lieslie Clark are
home from Boston on their vacation.

at

George Bradbury aud Irving Rollins
on a hunting
tripat No. 10.

have been

Mrs: D. E. Smith and daughter Ola
visited in Bangor Friday and Saturday.
;
R. H. Williams and wife are at home
from Hancock, where Mr. Williams has
a

weir.

Jane Ryder and
Mrs. Forest
Norwood of Bar Harbor were guests at
Alden Ryder’s last week.
Mrs.

P. W. DeBeck, the rural delivery carrier, reports the worst day Thursday on
his route for years. He was obliged to
change horses on the rood, and did not
reach home until 8 o'clock at night.

Raymond and Harvard DeBeck,
Guy Shuman are members

and

Chnr.es
of the

newly organized fife and drum corps.
responded generously to
aid in purcha*.ng
their
instruments.
The boys are snowing much interest in
their work.
Dec. 9.
Echo.
Citizens have

REACH.
D. W. Torrey and wife

at

are

two weeks with relatives

in

home, after

Somerville,

Mass.

Mrs. Armena Greenlaw is spending
few days with Mr«. l/»vl Knight.
A son was born to George Cole aud
Thursday, Nov. 28.
Samuel Young, who has been ill
long time, died Thursday, Nov. 28.
Mrs.

Cecil

Anuis and

little

son

gone to Portland, to spend the
with her husband who is employed

Irving Barbour,

a

.vif

for

a

hiv

wioor

there.

who has been located in

the West some years, hae bought the place
owned by Mrs. Gustavus Robbins of
[Cambridge, Mass., and has moved in.

Haskell,

training f »r
nurse
at Forest Hills hospital tp nt
rbanksgiving with Mrs. A. F. Holden.
Both returned to Boston, where Mrt.
Holden will spend the winter with her
ion, L. K. Allen.
Miss Nellie

who is

Dec. 2.

L.

GREEN LAKE.

Higgins

Beunie

shot

a

fine buck deer

Saturday.
Walter Ashe

was

called to

the illness

POTASH ON POTATOES

SOUnutuaemuua.

draped

for

thirty days.

Alice Cmdnge and granddaughter,
in Rockland re-

Mrs.

Sjlvm Bridges, visited
cently.
Frederick

has returned from

jr.,

Cole,

wood

will

be

Years ago when the country was
still new, and long before the bugs,
and the beetles, ami the blights, the
6cabs and the scurfs, the wet rots and
the dry rots came In Increasing numbers to destroy the crop, potatoes were
fertilized with potash.
It was done unconsciously. As the
settlers cleared the land, the great logs
and the brush were burned, leaving
on the soil a fair
dressing of potash
contained in wood ashes. Tradition
says that the best potatoes were grown
on new land treated in this way, and
that never after were potatoes grownof as good quality altd us good eating
as was this first crop.
We cannot use ashes now for practically all of our soils are old and infected with scab fungus. The lime In
wood ashes increases the trouble-front
scab, but potatoes need potash Just as
much as they ever did. It adds to the
quality just the same as it did two and
three generations ago when some of
our farms were just being cleared.
A single pound of potash in potato
fertilizer makes about a bushel of potatoes.
At the Maine state agricultural experiment stution 3 per ceut of
potash in the fertilizer mixture (or a
total application of 45 pounds of potash per acre) increased the yield by
43 bushels.
At the New Jersey experiment station the same quantity of
potash increased the acre yield by
about 45 bushels. On the eastern
shore of Virginia 3 per cent potash in
the fertilizer made a 35-bushel increase in the crop, while 5 per cent
added nearly 50 bushels to tile total
crop.
The potato crops for the past three
years have been grown without applied potash. There has also been Increasing evidence tiiat the residues left
in tlie soil by past fertilization have
been pretty thoroughly drawn upon,
and for this reason it is doubly fortunate Unit American inventiveness
and ingenuity has developed sources
of American potash, so that the potato crop may not lack this important
plant food.

the

al
v.

colleges, to take the course
officers' training quarters. He

a

of

one

four

the

chosen

from

the

l

diversity of Maine.
ferriage bells rang again last week,
for, ao popular young people. Howard
P'-uvar, home from Virginia on a
furlough, took for his bride Mibb Edna
was
Allen. The ceremony
performed
f\v s;**v. Mr. Emerson at the parsonage at
Brooklin Tuesday evening. The happy
couple left at once for the groom’s home,
where they were given an old-fashioned
serenade. Their many friends wish them
»long and happy married life.
Xenophon.
Dec. 2.
WEST

diaghter,
Harry

gone to Athol,
few weeks with bis

U.
MT. DESERT.

Mrs. P. F. Paqaet.
gone to Boston,
the navy

where he has employment in
Jtrd, for the winter.

J. Lee Fogg and wife, Mrs. Palmifa
and Miss Elizabeth Husband spent
the week-end in Bangor.
tyiitea number came home for Thanks-

pray,

giving

A

nnntr

»

MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.

been the will of our
It has
Heavenly Father to take from oar midst
Brother William Morris, be it therefore
Resolved, That in the death of Brother
Morris Mt. Desert chapter, No. 20, O. E. a.,
has lost a true and faithful member, whose
devotion to the principles of our order was
exemplified throughout his life.
Resolved, That we extend our sincere sympathy to the bereaved family, and commend
them to the care of Him who doeth all things
Whereas,

well.
Resolved, That our charter be draped in
mourning fora period of thirty days, that
these resolutions be spread upon our records
and a copy sent to the immediate family.

H«m

H Pfft

C&Ot. W. W.

a

Frank Jordan of Portland is spending
few days at Shepard l.elanrt’9.

Mary Brewer, who has been emin liar Hurbor since last spring, is
at home for the winter.
Miss

ployed

a family
party at Shepard
Thanksgiving day. Beside* the
were
Orrin
there
immediate family,
Donnell and wife, Miss Grace and Master
Orrin Donnell, Waldron Pierce and wife
Pierce and Elwood
Master Yale
and

There

was

Leland's

F »nnell,

ail of

Northeast Harbor.
Anne.

Dec. 2.

Ifitierienonn#.
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%

ZXHWII ASSIST GfBfMr

£

A

; -;;r2nct

<»-.

ch

i-oiod ji'j»e

§

■

1

its

lav/s

vieip

to

promote healthful

growth.

three

a

DON! NEGLECT A
RHEUMATIC PAIN

for the past two

influenza,

and

weeks’ vacation.

will
The

will visit her

teacher, Miss Lena Sperry,
Augusta.
Dec. 9.

sister in

Thelma.

Go after it V7ic!i Sloan’s
Liniment before it gets
dangerous

Hillard Bamor will be home this week
ten-days’ furlough

on a

left Dec. 1
Duck Island light.

Harvard Beal
of

112 Coburg St., St. John.
“I feel I must tell you of the great
benefiH have received from your

Spurling

Mrs. Eber

third

as

Apply

has been ill the

Ernest

and Ralph Bulger left
Saturday, to find employment.

join

success; and now I am entirely free
of Headaches, thanks to
your
splendid medicine”.
MRS. ALEXANDER SHAW,
50c. a box, 6 for $2.00, trial size 25c.

for the winter and will live with

for Boston

Bracy left for Boston Thursday to
family, who are employed there.
Walter Stanley arrived home for a short
time recently after a trip to Norfolk, Va.
Mrs. Lewis Ladd has been quite ill the
past two weeks, but is improving.
Fred

his

aunt and attend school in
There will be

SEDGWICK.

Wednesday ^evening.

C. Allen is quite illv
pone to Massachusetts to
a

On

of the

heavy storm there
days.

Foster Ober, wbo has been in the
vice and stationed at Fort Upton, N.
has returned home.

ser-

¥.,

preach

W.

Mrs.

for

were

Mrs. Grant

one

loved.

was

She

church and

was an

Wednesday.
whom everybody
held

earnest worker

Sunday school, and

in

was a

loving * ife and mother. She leaves a
husband, three sons and one daughter.
The heartfelt sympathy of all who knew’
her is t beirs. Her youngest son, lister B.,
who is in be service at Ban Hermans Island,
N. Y., came home to stUnd the funeral,

and

ret urn

og-

Ht

once

Tapley

with Harold

Lurvey,

who has been at home

month of sick

leave, has returned to
and

|

to bis duties.

for

Durqkin brought

a

|

load

of merchandise from Belfast for the local

{

merchants last week.
is at home

from

sev-

has moved his family
McKinley, and now plans to live in
the Methodist parsonage.
Edwin Webster

W.

H.

Webster and

wife

have

is

desired.

Joyce has the house of C. E.
Metcalf of Seawall for the w inter, w hile
Mr. and Mrs. Metcalf are in Medway.

I

Harold

Lawson, wife and

son

Gardner

moved here to his home from Black
Island where he has t»een in the weir busihave

ness.

Philip Pervear and wife are living with
Pervenr’sl r»rents,f John Kenny and

Mrs.

few weeks.

Officers

Bridges, j

Morrison, the trained nurse w ho
employed at Gardner Certer’s !
returned to her home to-day. Mrs. Carter
is

been

improving

fast.

Unjc Fkmme.

Dec. 9.

NORTH
Mrs. Bernice

j

are

LAMOINE.

Salisbury and

son

Allen

vistling in Bar Harbor.

Tom.son.

BLUE HILL.

J. L. Wells and wife of Lowell, Mass.,
in town, railed here i».v the illnessof
c

among the is-

MEMORIAL REVOLUTIONS.

are

mother, Mrs. Isa

Stevens, who is employed on
Belle. Copt. Aroy, of

Dec. 9.

will he elected.

Mrs. Wells’

The

j
i

Eugene Hagan visited his parents, Ira
Hagau and wife, last week.
(

Whereas, For reasons which we cannot understand. the Divi m* .Master has removed
fr m our midst a beloved sister, be it
Resolved. That in the death of Sister Nettie
A.Bett.ci.rhe Jas. A. Garfield woman's relief
corps suffe's the loss of a valued member*
whose p'ace can never he filled.
Resolved. That as she was always faithful
in ibe t>eiformanre of her duties, and true to
the interests of the corps, so the memory of
her fine courage and high ideals will ever be
sacred t<» her corps sisters, who laved her and
to whom she gawe her loyalty and love
Re*o!v*d, That to the bereaved family we
extend our heartfelt sympathy, trusting that
the God in whose strength she lived, may
comfort ..heir hearts and soften their grief.
Resolved, That our charter be draped for
thirty days, that a copy of these resolutions
be placed upon our records, that a copy be
sent to the bereaved family and one for publication to The Ellsworth American.

Eugene Hodgkius and wife of Waltham, j
Mass., visited relatives here recently.
Can't look well, eat well, or feel well with
George H. Coggins will leave this week impure bloo.l. Keep the blood pure with
for Cambridge, Mass., to spend the win- j Hurdock Blood Bitters. Eat simply, take
ter w’ith biadaugbler, Mrs. J. H. Tweedie. | exercise, keep clean and good health is
Y. 1 pretty

Dec. 9

sure

to fo

low.

*l."5a bottle.—Anvt.

Surplus and the Deficit' Potato
States.

naturally.

't-10

>

Blights attacks, shortage of fertilizer, shortage of help or
poor seed—any one of Hie numberless
factors which Injure the crop in any of
gTowing

stales.

PERFECTION

these states—affect the whole country
as well.
New York, Vermont. New Hampshire, Virginia and Delaware also produce small surpluses of the tuber.
They grow enough potatoes for their
own use, and a small quantity for export. The other states, however—the
great states of the corn belt—Kentucky, West Virginia and all the great
South, have to buy nearly all the potatoes

they

OIL HEATERS

A Perfection Oil Heater is just what is
needed to keep the children comfortable
and free from colds.

Perfection Oil Heaters

consume.

ware

to carry

or

general

store

and drive

out

fall

chill and winter cold.

tt-ix-ti-it-ii—ft—*-*—■it—ft—ft

STANDARD OIL COMPANY

A PATRIOTIC DUTY
You were asked to give up
You
wheat, am! you did it.
were
asked to economize on
? sugar, am! you did it. You were
l asked to observe heatless Monday and gas less Sunday*—ami
you did that too.
£
These were wartime mens

=n

jy

to
accomplish r>
purposes. There Is another wartime measure which l
every farmer and truck gardener
Ct who expects to use fertilizers
jl next spring must observe.
£
hVrtilizers must he ordered
|
now and shipment accepted at
Fertilizer factory forces
{i once.
have been severely cut dowu
.1 and It Is only by starling in
now and running every day un
til spring that anything up*

designed

specific

preaching

made

about conveniently. You
after room, just as needed. No coal to
dirt.
or
carry; no ashes; no smell
SO-CO-NY OIL is true economy fuel.
One gallon gives you eight hours glowing
warmth.
Buy a Perfection Oil Heater today at any hard-

load of fertilizer.

an

are

can warm room

present

ures

rrJ^t^kMarh

Proper Warmth for Baby

It Is too early yet to prophesy as to
Whatever its size it
the 1919 crop.
will be consumed. Anything that helps
in growing it must have the support of
Seed must be carefully
every one.
move
must
Fertilizer
conserved.
promptly, and he on the farm, ready
for use, when spring breaks. Perhaps
the best way to handle this latter problem is for farmers to place orders now,
und then, when they are hauling the
crop to market, take hack a

adequate supply

of fertilizers can be produced.
The farmer must help by getting the finished goods out of
the factory und out of the way
>u more goods can be made.

Ceep your pledge!
Ymr wtk la NOT DONE
pcmm p>omi»td
IS PUD

kutil nmry

BUY WAR-SWINGSi
STAMPS

Esra»H!tedsE3u&

Tap-

Portland harbor, is at. home for

Regular meeting of Lookout chapter, O.
8., will he held Friday evening, Dec.
A full attendance

Charles P.

Brooksville, plying

E.
13.

grandparents,

the steamer Anna

a

come

McKinley, where be has been
past year.

with their

lands of

Kane, Mrs.'Annie Eaton
aud Mrs. Elmer Leach, who'have been
employed at Eustport in a cannery, came
home Monday.

home from
the

Harry M. Tapley has o'osed his house.
art? making their home

His two children

West

Edith

Miss

from

and wife.

Wallace A.

j

era! months.
Miss

Blodgett hen closed her home
spend the winter with Q. L.

William Stevens left to-day for
Boston, where she will join her husband,
who is captain of a New York barge.

Camp

Devens, where he has been stationed

has

TREMONT.

family

ley and wife.

Eloc.
WEST

his

fined

Mr. Wells returned borne to-da..

Dec. 9.

moved

P\* James Tapley Babbidge is still conin the hospital at Camp Deveus,
where he has been seriously ill of measles.

daughter will

into Mrs. Alma Bartlett’s house

Schooner Joanna

the
kind

and

Mrs.

Pearl Taimer

reported
Boston hospiwas

very ill last week, died in a
The body
tal on Monday of last week.
was brought home by her son and daughter, and services

a

move

Sunday.

B. Grant, who

stopping

the winter.

Perry of Wytopitlock occupied
the pulpit at t^ie Baptist church Sunday.
It is expected that he will stay this week
next

and its

Camp Upton, N. Y.
Capt. J. M.Tiobetts

Lester

to

returned,

Lawrence

western mail here for tw

his

Mrs. M. B.
and will

D. Powers.

house for the winter.

account

was no

bouse,

Stewart’s

Pane Hinckley, who has been in Boston,
has

Maggie Martin has moved into E.

rt-

there.

re-

cent visitor in town.

Bayard’s

1

Curnroings has rented Mrs. Abbie

E. E.

BROOKLIN.
was

<;ts, fl.SI.

BROOKSVILLE.

WKST

tbt

JRooney.

Dec. 9.

Small baa

Cain of Rockland

flO

Refreshments

time with her motli€>r and sister.

work this winter.

J.

Red Cress dance at

a

SO cts,

Brockton.

George O. Taplrv returned fron: £*
land Wednesday, and is now ill.
will be served.
Harold Farnham left Monday with
Mrs. Frank Johnson left Saturday for
Massachusetts _to spend the Christmas family for Bath, for the winter.

COUNTY NEWS

Mrs.

hereon

Eimer Spurling left Saturday for Holbrook, Mass., where he will stay with his

on

ball

Capt. Yetts

j
J
j

Fred.

OGDENSBURG, N. Y.

Mrs. F.

liUle, don’t rub, let It Pene-

Mrs. Emma Birlem has closed her house

receipt of
price, by FRUIT-A-TIVES Limited,

Jay

a

and—good-by twinge!

Same for
external aches, pains, strains, stiffness
of joints or muscles, lameness, bruises.
Instant relief without mussiness or
•oiled clothing. Reliable—the biggest
Belling liniment year after year. E: anomical by reason of enormous sales.
Keep a big bottle ready at all times,
Ask your druggist for Sloan’s Linimeac.

trate,

past

Spurling

wonderful medicine, 'Fruit-a-tives’.
I have been a sufferer for many
years from Violehl Headaches, and
could get no permanent relief.
A friend advised me to take ‘Fruita-tives’ and I did so with great

At all dealers or sent

keeper

week.

Ernest

slwukuit in nourishing substances that promote iI
and strength, is invaluable in its ^
, % growth
child. Scott*s helps a ■S
help to a growing
i
child over the weak places.
i
a back ward child develop
SCOYt & ttQWDC, iiwOU.**<*U2, *h i,

account of

on

have

now

Until SheTrfed “Fruit-a-tifes”
(or Fruit Liver Tablets)

1

Y
<jj
^

■

Scott’s helps

School has been closed
weeks

CRANBERRY ISLES.

A short crop of potatoes is little less
than a national calamity. Primarily,
of course, it affects growers by cutting
down on returns. Next it affects all
the merchants and industries located
in potato-growing regions, because it
cuts down the money in circulation
and the demand for manufactured
products. Finally, the effects of the
small crop reach into almost every
home in the land, for prices rise greatly and the “high cost of living” is still
further Increased.
Of the states east of Hie Mississippi,
Wisconsin, Michigan and Maine produce large surpluses—very large. With
Minnesota these are the great potato-

period! of growth. Nature ^I
A
v ed-nigh inalterable.
I
needs
or
feeble
vitality
growth
Y

>ore

r* t+r: •'*>;* :a i-ijs wish
r> hihl of
'^aruad

S'ntrUBni.nus.

Pervear will
Stanley &

Mr.

beach for J. L.

winter,

HULL’S COVE.

has

Leighton has

this

Dec. 9.

EDEN.

Miss Octavia Hamor spent the week-end
in Bar Harbor.

<ieorge W. Mayo
Mass., to spend a

here

place.

Maine

COULD NOT STOP
THE HEADACHES

WHERE THE SURPLUS POTA
TOES ARE GROWN

Cherr.vfleld

the winter.

Latty’e

Sons.

of his wife.

rhis, with the pulp from the Green Lake
Timber Co., will make Green Lake a busy

Fort reef* Monroe, Va., where he went recently an one of the ten units selected
from

loaded

for,

work at

Saturday by
Merle I. Bridges of Penobscot is in the
NORTH BROOKLIN.
fttmpat Mountain Pond, with a crew for
Lake Timber Co.
1.49 Catherine Roberts hat* returned to i the Green
I- home tn We»l* y.
Walter Hamilton of Ellsworth Falls is
at Northeast Cove in camp No. 2,
,r.hur Col s umi w :fe spent a few days cooking
for the Green Lake Timber Co.
r ivntty in Camden.
The winter business has started up with
Jo iu Fervour of West Tremont made a
the fall of snow. Over 5,000 cords of cordoriel vn»r 10 «.!» old home here recently.
marier

wife

OF NEW YORK

j

You Will

Rejoice

MAINE’S TRIUMPH
over

seeming impossibilities,

to

will be sincere, for you can truthfully
feel that by your own generous giving in
relief work and your own buying to your
full limit, of War Savings Stamps and
Liberty Bonds, you have helped them to
fightand to return in safety and good health.

contribute

come

her quota to all the stupendous war measures
that our National Government has found
necessary to enact.

gratified, always, that

your

have aided in

com-

You will

be

hands and

your money

But if for

you have delayed
remember
that now
doingall you could,
is your opportunity to make good.
BUY

pelling the most powerful enemy of
humanity to yield to an Unconditional
Surrender, thereby assuring peace and
prosperity to all peoples of all nations.
And when

our

1

vs come

back

Patriotically contributed

jour

f<>

reason

WAR SAVINGS STAMPS

all

you

you’ll

wel-

put Maine

some

over

the

top

possibly

never

afford

can

regret it.

in War

Havings h tamps, by

SniTh & HEAD

WHERE WOUNDED MEN
ViELD TO OAY
Restored to Health and Vigor in
Red Cross Convalescent

The surgeon has extracted the impartially distributed hits of shrapnel
from

works. The wounds have
healed. The wheels go ’round again,
and the dock ticks.
But it doesn't keep correct time.
This business of calling “Time!” on
the Bocne means so many broken clocks
your

nowadays that the master-menders
can t keep them on their tables after
they re mended. So the question whe»*e
they shall sit around while they're being regulated looms large.
The lied Cross answers that question with its convalescent homes.
It
has six of these In operation.
A suitable place is found—sometimes donated—and management and equipment are provided by the Red Cross,
while the Army has furnished discipline and a ne\er-faiiing supply of convalescents.

These

uomc*

mean

that

men

who

scarcely hospital subjects, yet who
by no means go back to their dutic*s, have a place that does wluii

are

can

“home” does for the French or English soldier, what “home”
»es
lor
any one, in fact, when the doctor gets
ihroorh

Yon know.
Ho rsys: “You're nil
right now. It's only a mstier of nursing slid fond."
Buf you know he's only looking at
the works lies tinkered, and that the
soul within you is grousing as It never
dtd when the body was down and out.
It wants something, and it doesn't
know what It Is.
But if It doesn't get
It pretty quick the works are going to
You know your
get gummed again.
mother could find out what that dogis
gone thing
right away and hand it
to you on a plate.
But General Per•
•
•
let
shing won’t
you go to her.
And the War Department won't let her
come

to you

Then you're .aken to a Red Cross
convalescent home—and there Is the
But you
very
thing you wanted
couldn't describe it even then to save
life.
your
It is a bit of coddling, and pretiy
surroundings, and women's faces, and
light laughter and time to play and all
that sort of thing.
It Is forgetting the
crash of war and remembering thut
there are pleasant, soft voices.
It'a
even such things a- gaily-flowered sofa
pillows to jam Into n corner and make
a nice lolling place while you read
and smoke and alk. It’s slippers Instead of trench boots, or day-dreamt
tm place of the nightmare of killing.

TODAY,
buy, and

to

H ARTlN L. ADAMS
Soup Eating Lost Art.

NO SEALS SOLD THIS YEAR,

the high c-*st of ingredisoup rating may become a lost
America today holds the medal
art.
for spectacular and musical soup ratThere is do nation so accomine.
plished in the art of eating soup audibly n« ours. No race of people exlant
can eat soup and keep up a steady conversation (without slopping It on its
shirt bosom) as successfully as the
American. A foreign writer once remarked that he dearly loved to hear
Some nations
an American rat soup.
drink their hroth and bouillon in silence or sop it up noiselessly with
bread, thus robbing the process of all
Its interest.
Rut America blows Its
hroth cool, then musically sucks It
from the spoon, allowing It to hit the
base of the empty stomach with the
chug of a pile driver. The way some
of us strain soup through our mu*taehes Is decidedly artistic. But. like
many of the lost arts of our aborigines,
the doom of soup eating is In sight.—
Cartoons Maun sine.

Owing

to

sister, \frs.
COUNTY NEWS I Colby’s
Brewer,
home.

WOUNDED. MISSING, IN LOVE

The customary nate of Kwl < russ
Christmas sens will not he held ?Ms
'*■<»
It seemed best to !n*rh
year.
American Bed (,'russ and the N&; tonal
Tuberculosis A.^K'Unlon to unite in
the II«*d Cross Chrism.as n«>il Call to
reduce the number of appeals to the
public for contributions.
There will
be no lessening of activities by the
National
Tuberculosis
Association
through this arrangement, as the Bed
Cross War Council has appropriated
I2,.'i00.000 for anti-tuherculof.is work
in 1919 in lieu of the money that ordinarily would be raised by a Christmas
Seal Caniittign.
However, every person joining the fled Cross during the
Bed Cross ('hrisiinus Roll Call will be
awarded ten seals to be used as heretofore.
THE RED CROSS GORDON.

Bed Cross worker who
those volunteering to help
in the hospitals and at the station
where the hospital traiits arrived, overFrenchman Invented Microphone.
heard some of the wounded talking
The Inventor of the fundamental
about the American Bed Cross.
principle of the microphone on the
“Geo!
\\>M a starved if it hadn't 1 modern
telephone Is said to have been
been for the Bed Cross!” said one boy, ! the Abbe Rouselot, a French phonetiand theu. laughing :.t his own exaggercian. horn at Saint Cloud (Charente)
ation, he went on to explain the cirIn 184(1. He became a vicar and curcumstances under which the Beil Cross
ate at Cognac and Jarrezac. then asrepresentative with his division had
sistant professor of Flench philology
done some timely service.
The Herat the Catholic institute of Paria, and
mans, of course, were to blame, for
two years later he opened the first
they retreated so rapidly that it was course of experimental
phonetics ever
practically impossible for the supplies ••stahllshed. In 1897 he was
appointed
to keep up with the pursuing Ameri: director of the laboratory of experlcana.
mental phonetics at the College de
“We cleaned up seven kilometers in j
France, the plan for which originated
less than two hours,'’ another reclining
with him. He Is the Inventor of phofigure explained, "and they were still
netic Instruments, the maker of sevCor
going when I was knocked out.
eral discoveries tending to cure deafthree days I had had nothing to eat
ness and stuttering and the author of
hut hard tack, and for some days bea number of works on his specialty.
fore the food had been monotonous—
So you can imagine
to put it mildly.
what it meant to us boys to have the
Salmon's Many Foes.
Bed Cross Gordon come up with a sujvFrom the time the mother salmon.
ply of chocolate, can Led peaches and In answer to the primal urge, leaves
other good things, it was a life saver."
the ocean, until the young return, the
salmon faces and is preyed upon by
ED CROSS CHRISTMAS SEAL
191c
more varied enemies than perhaps any
other denizen of the deep. Man. bears,
birds, eat the mature fish, as do also
the hair seal and the sea lion. The eggs
are a rich and
eagerly sought food by
trout and ducks and other fresh water
fish and birds.
The young fish, too,
are preyed
upon by many species of
the larger fish. Yet. In face of such
tremendous odds, the salmon for countless ages has maintained the balance
of numbers largely In Its favor.
An American

was

among

Terre Haute Wot..an Get* Variety o'
News From Brother at
the Front.

tAKERlCAN-RED-CIMtt

TIM«

Needs Trained Muacles.
The capacity lo exert will power, to
make firm resolutions, to decide and
to

i* d

•

i-T*

<

Judge propositions accurately

on

their merits calls for well-cultivated
and trained muscles. A flabby muscled
man is apt lo he a weak-willed one.—
Hr. Lonai d Hirschberg.

R. H. Yonnf o* Hancock
recently.

NORTH BROOKSVILLE.
Pierce

Foster
last week

called

was

Limerick

to

business.

on

t

I>r. Lord and family of Skinner visited
parents, E. C. lord and wife. Last

hi*

week.

Nora

Y’oung.

Two of

oor

service

boys

arrived

bow-)

week, Clifton Grindle from Camp
Upton and Sewell Cousins from Cam*.
Devons.
last

After

spending tbe summer here with
daughter, Mrs. A. A. Goodell, Mrs.
Myra Viughn has returned to Woodstock, Vt.
her

AMHERST.

Salisbury

Silaby,

Alice
!

w

and

turned from

made

business

a

trip to

ho has

been

very

ill of

a

Lorenzo Smith

hunting trip

have

re-

Morriaon

to

pond.
Mrs.

Elsie Crosby, who has been in Bandaughter, ia ill of pneu-

gor nursing her
monia.

George 8tickney

has

into

gone

Howard Jordan

woods for

on

tbe

plantation

21.
Tbe schools in Amherst open Monday,
with Lenora Kenniston in district No. 1,
Vara Haslem in McKinley school and
Margaret Grover at No. If.
Dec. 7.

S.

Lamoioe
employed
Gray
Gray of Sargentville t, visparents, Pulton Gray tnd wife.
is

Miss Delia

in

Miss Martha

•

I
<

\
I
;

iting her

Misses Fannie and Hazel Grindle
South Bluebill.

Not as Progressive.
A scientific magazine says the motorcar has passed out of the
experimental
Mage. True, but what a pity it Is that
• s much cannot be said of the drivers
of motorcars.

are

home from
Levi

Gray

of

South Penobscot has been

working for Roland Durgain.
There

Mi >* Mart line
At PlUMtivIJ.

Jordan,

NM

is

w

L

Dee. 9.
NORTH FRANK UN

Mrs. Everett Tracey has rau rr‘ -1 from
Waterrille. Her sou Arthur at-vompaBisd
her fora few days’ stay.
Mrs.

Au/ueta

JellHon

can.e

b

me

from

N. R. Caller has returned from Se«
Hamfshire, where ht went 10 bring***
borne.
daughter, Mrs. Grace Wallace.
Mrs. Wallace is in pcor he a It n
T*
Dec. 9.

many

Bluebill

Roderick

academy.

Peas tee

lost

MARIA VILLE.
B»OLCTIO.a»
Whereas.Our Heavenly Father h»<» railed
from our midst one of our honored
I sore A. Grant, therefore be U
urasifesotesd. That in memory of Sister
»
Mariaville grange, No. 441, shall bold
sbsH ®5*
memory oar stater, and whi'e we
sother from our grange, we bow in bumble
well
mission to Him who doeth all thing*
MKMOIUL

Resolved, That we extend to the beres”
our sincere sympathy
for *
Resolved, That in token of respect
mosriiiB
memory, our charter be draped in
and our badges be reversed tor thirty
that a copy of these resolutions be spread
oat
our records, a copy sent to the temuf<
Bix**1’8 ^
the Bangor Commercial and

amiiy

for

publication.

SOUTH PENOBSCOT.
tnm
Mr,. Jennie Perkin. has returned
Prospect, where she vieiled friend.coll'**
Guy Condon returned to Haver!
Salurdey.
Edward

ing

a

tew

Beal of Marion, Mas*., i» a***;
duya with his pareoia.

Beal and wife.

fishermen on the river,
report good catches of smelts.
Misses Olive and Dorothy Gray are
are

and all

attending

I

* > ;■.41ving
t
Amoug those bom* f
io
Wilson Jordan, who ha*
training at Camp Meade an 1 no.»- »;v
tioned at Portland; Mia* Vera E IorJar,

Axukican

WEST SEDGWICK.

Tulsa, Okla.—A gigantic servIce flag, weighing more than 110
pounds was presented to the
United
Confederate Veterans
and Sons of Veterans by a Colonido delegation.
The flag contained
167,000
stars, each repres, nting a direct
descendant of a Confederate soldler now In the service of Un
cle Sam.

Moses Hasiam and wife visited their
daughter, Mrs. Edgar Snowman, it iJucfcs*
port recently.

influenza and pneumonia, is improving.

Stephen

POUNDS; 167,000 STARS

Harvard llaslam is employed y Clirk
Russell at their office «t the mi !

&

u.'nter,
Her
last week ill.
recently at Mills point,! Harrington
Mrs. Msrtua Lawrence, c tx.e w :m b?r.
Horace Snow and W’ard Grindle found tht
Mrs. Sadia Jettison has rtturned from
body of Winston Clark, tbe young man of
the
the Castine summer colony, who was
Waierviiks being unable to enter
drowned Iasi September.
hospital on account of the large oumtar
Dec. 9.
of influenza cases.
C.

Hollis

•

business

While at work

| Great Pond Tuesday.

SERVICE FLAG. 110

was a

were

Mrs. Amanda Young arrived from Ellsworth to-day, to spend tbe winter with

hospital.

*

it

visitor in town

Eugene Snow will move bis family to
Bluebill for tbe w inter.

Terre Haute. In<L—Mrs. Sallle Nev
ins of this city in two days receiver
enough varying information about hei
brother in France to give her nervout
prostration, hut the iinal word hat
made her happy in the knowledge th;o
he not only is alive, but much in love
The first word was from Washlngtot
thnt her brother. “Private Ray Hand!
ton.” was reported missing.
Hei
brother. Charles Nouglehaeh, she knew
had enlisted, bnt she had not know
he changed his name, which she non
knows he did, because he wanted t<
get free of the Teutonic N’augleharh.
Within a few hour* she received 5
letter from Mile. N'euve Robin Emile
to which was pinned a note from het
brother, stating he was to be married
to the writer of the letter.
The next day the war department
telegraphed that Hamilton had re
turned to duty after being missing
from July 20 to August 17. duritii
whieh time, it developed, he was in I

1

Kiofm.n,

K. L.

sre

ents

Kalpfa J. Worcester, who is enip<0-v
here »*
Belfast, spent the week-end
bis family.
in

Dec. 9.

valuable horse

a

WEST SURKY.

last week.

Roland Durgain is building a stable and
woodshed with the house recently purchased near Carop Stream bridge.
Dec. 9
X.
WALTHAM.
George Stanley of Brewer

leoenily.
Mrs. Asa Colby
and
Mays, who have beau

was a

business

visitor here

granddaughter
\ieiting Mrs. j

Irving Gnndle and wife
ya last week io Bangor,

spent

1

of East Holde®
iuy Carlisle end feroily
r visiting here.
-ere »“h““
we
Fwodsys last
with •”
ill, the roade being blocked
*»»‘s m"”
Ismes and Alvin Urindle
t
the H
im East Oriand into
use

for the winter.

Dec. 9.

L

